
YORK CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD 

 

REPORT TO: Board of Trustees 

FROM:  Administration 

DATE:  February 22, 2022   

RE:   Pope Francis Boundary Review - Final Report 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The intent of this report is to recommend a boundary change for Pope Francis CES to mitigate 
short and long term enrolment pressures at the school.  

Consistent with the Board’s Boundary Review Process, a Local Boundary Review Committee 
(consisting of local Trustees, school Superintendents, school Principals, and staff from Planning 
Services and Student Transportation Services) was formed and several meetings have been held. 
A virtual Public Information Session was held on Tuesday February 1st, where 5 (five) options 
were presented to the community for review and comment.   

Included within this report are enrolment projections, maps illustrating the overall study area, 
current school boundaries, proposed NEW boundary options, a summary of feedback received 
from families as part of the public boundary review meeting and an analysis of the options and 
recommendations for the Board’s consideration. 
 

BACKGROUND 

The Pope Francis attendance area encompasses a geographically large area within the northwest 
part of Vaughan. The attendance area consists of urban areas, rural areas as well as future 
residential development. Student distribution is focused in the new development north of Major 
Mackenzie Drive, west of Highway 27, and to a lesser extent, the established Kleinburg 
community along the Highway 27 corridor. 

In advance of the school opening, a boundary review was undertaken to establish the attendance 
area of the school for the 2016/17 school year.  In the winter of 2018, Administration was 
requested to undertake a boundary review to optimize enrolment from the Kleinburg area by 
providing accommodation in the local school while maximizing retention of existing students.   
The 2018 boundary review resulted in the current attendance area for Pope Francis, as shown on 
Map 1. 

 

PLANNING GOALS 

To establish a school attendance area, the following must be considered: 



1. Ensure appropriate accommodation for all students. 
2. Minimize unnecessary bussing. 
3. Identify physical barriers to school access (ie. major roads, railway tracks, hydro 

corridors, rivers, etc.). 
4. Minimize boundary changes for growing areas. 
5. Maximize the use of all permanent school facilities to minimize portable placement. 

 

CURRENT SITUATION 

As of October 31, 2021 there were 748 students enrolled at Pope Francis for the current school 
year.  An additional 55 students from the Pope Francis boundary are enrolled in an online hub 
school for the 2021/22 school year.  Table 1 below summarizes current enrolment by grade.   

 

Table 1. Summary of 2021/22 Enrolment for Pope Francis, including Online Students 

 

For the purposes of this boundary review, students attending an online school are included in 
their home school in 2021 enrolment totals. Furthermore, it is assumed that students attending an 
online school this year will return to in person to Pope Francis, for 2022/23. 

Enrolment at Pope Francis is bottom heavy, with enrolment in kindergarten and primary grades 
being higher than junior/intermediate grades.  This profile is projected to result in continued 
enrolment growth as the larger primary cohorts progress through the grades.  Figure 1 below 
illustrates historical and projected enrolment for Pope Francis. 

 

Figure 1.  Historical/Projected Enrolment 

 



With a capacity of 602 pupil places, Pope Francis is currently operating at 133% utilization.  
There are currently 9 portables on site at Pope Francis to address the current enrolment pressures.  
Over the long term, enrolment at Pope Francis is projected to surpass 1,000 students by 2024.  
By 2027, enrolment at Pope Francis is projected to be 1,135 (189% utilization) and is estimated 
to  require 21-24 portables. 

 

PLANNING ANALYSIS - STUDY AREAS AND OPTIONS 

STUDY AREAS 

As part of the background work undertaken through the boundary review process, attendance 
boundaries are subdivided into smaller geographically defined study areas.  For this boundary 
review, 5 unique study areas have been developed and are labeled on Map 1.   

Area A 

Area A is bound by Major Mackenzie Drive and Nashville Road to the north and south, 
Huntington Road to the west, and the CNR tracks to the east.  Area A is predominantly built out, 
with a small number of homes anticipated to be completed throughout the area. There are 
currently 578 students in Area A attending Pope Francis. 

Located within Study Area A is a vacant property owned by the York Region District School 
Board, as shown on Map 6.  YRDSB has received funding approval to construct an elementary 
school on this property.  The current timeline for this school to open is September, 2024.  The 
impact of this opening on Pope Francis’ enrolment is difficult to quantify. 

 

Area A1 

Immediately south west of Area A is a future townhouse development identified as Area A1. The 
pocket of development consists of approximately 175 medium density townhomes to be built 
over the next 2-3 years.  There are no existing students in Area A1.  A future realignment of 
Huntington Road will bisect Area A and Area A1 with no roads connecting the 2 areas.  In all 
options to be presented below, Area A1 is proposed to be realigned with an alternate school. 

 

Area B 

Area B is bound by Major Mackenzie Drive to the south, the valley lands to the north,the CNR 
tracks to the west and the valley lands west of Highway 27 to the east.  Like Area A, residential 
construction in Area B is substantially complete.  There are currently 160 students attending 
Pope Francis from Area B, who are eligible for transportation to Pope Francis. 

 

 



Area C 

Area C includes the historic community of Kleinburg and adjacent rural lands in the northwest 
corner of the City of Vaughan.  It is a geographically large area, but has a much smaller 
enrolment, with 65 students attending Pope Francis. 

 

Area D 

Area D is bound by Major Mackenzie Drive to the north, Rutherford Road to the south, Highway 
50 to the west and the valley lands east of Highway 27 to the east.  The area includes a small 
number of existing residential properties along Highway 27.  As of October 31, 2021 there are no 
existing students attending Pope Francis from this study area.   

Area D includes the future development block referred to as Block 60 East.  It will comprise 
approximately 1,200 medium density townhomes in the early stages of municipal approvals. 
Occupancy of these homes is not anticipated for 4-5 years.  Other lands within Area D are not 
designated for any future residential development.  Like Area A1, all options presented below 
propose to realign Area D with an alternate school. 

 

OPTIONS 

In consideration of the planning goals outlined above, a total of five (5) boundary options have 
been developed. 

Option 1 

Pope Francis to include Area A, Area B and Area C.   

St. Stephen to include Area A-1 and Area D 

The impact of Option 1 will assist over the long term as future development from Areas A-1 and 
D will be redirected to an alternate school, however Pope Francis will continue to experience 
short term enrolment pressures as a result of continued enrolment growth from Areas A, B and 
C.  Enrolment at Pope Francis for 2022 is projected to be 913 students (152% utilization).  By 
2025,  Pope Francis is anticipated to exceed 1,000 students and will require between 18-20 
portables. 

St. Stephen has sufficient capacity to accommodate the future enrolment anticipated from Areas 
A-1 and D.  Occupancies from Area A-1 are anticipated to occur for the 2023/24 school year, 
with Block 60 to follow 2 to 3 years later. By 2031, enrolment at St. Stephen (including Areas A-
1 and D)  is projected to be 469 (86%) utilization. 

Of the 5 options, Option 1 is the most expensive option to implement as it may require 4-6 
portables for 2022, expanded asphalt area and possibly upgraded hydro service to Pope Francis. 

 



Option 2 

Pope Francis to include Area A 

St. Stephen to to include Area A1, Area B and Area D 

St. Andrew to include Area C 

 

The short term impact of Option 2 will be a reduction of approximately 280 students attending 
Pope Francis for the 2022/23 school year.  Over time, enrolment will increase slightly, peaking at 
740 students in 2027.   

The redirection of Area B to St. Stephen will result in an immediate increase in enrolment for the 
2022/23 school year.  Enrolment at St. Stephen is projected to be 538 (98% utilization) for 
2022/23.  Over the long term, projections indicate that by 2031, enrolment at the school will be 
644 (117% utilization) which may require 4-6 classrooms in the existing port-a-pak located at the 
school. 

St. Andrew has sufficient capacity to accommodate students from Area C. Projections indicate 
that with Area C, enrolment for 2022/23 will be 367 (70% utilization).  Over the long term, it is 
projected that St. Andrew will continue to operate under 70% should Option 2 be implemented. 

As Option 2 will not require any additional portables at Pope Francis, costs associated with this 
option will be limited to additional transportation requirements.  It is estimated that an additional 
1-2 school buses will be required to provide service from Areas B and C to St. Stephen and St. 
Andrew.  Option 2 is the least expensive option (same as Option 3 below), but will result in a 
greater number of students being redirected to an alternate school. 

 

Option 3 

Pope Francis to include Area A 

St. Stephen to to include Area A1, Area B 

St. Andrew to include Area C 

San Marco to include Area D 

 

Option 3 is very similar to Option 2, with the only difference being Area D directed to San 
Marco.  The projected impact of Option 3 at Pope Francis and St. Andrew is identical.   

St. Stephen has sufficient capacity to accommodate Areas A-1 and B over the long term without 
the use of the Port-a-pak.  Enrolment at St. Stephen is projected to be 538 (98% utilization) for 
2022/23.  Over the long term projections indicate that the school will continue to operate 
between 90% and 100% utilization. 



San Marco has sufficient capacity to accommodate the future growth from Area D. Projections 
indicate that with the added enrolment anticipated from Area D, by 2031, enrolment at the school 
will be 359 (74% utilization). 

As Option 3 will not require any additional portables at Pope Francis, costs associated with this 
option will be limited to additional transportation requirements.  It is estimated that an additional 
1-2 school buses will be required to provide service from Areas B and C to St. Stephen and St. 
Andrew.  Option 3 is the least expensive option (same as Option 2), but will result in a greater 
number of students being redirected to an alternate school. 

Option 4 

Pope Francis to include Area A, Area B 

St. Stephen to include Area A-1 

St. Andrew to include Area C 

San Marco to include Area D 

 

The short term impact of Option 4 at Pope Francis will be a small reduction of enrolment over 
the short term. For the 2022/23 school year, enrolment at the school is projected to be 825 
students (137% utilization).  Over the long term, enrolment at the school is projected to surpass 
900 students by 2026, which could require approximately 13-15 portables. 

St. Stephen has sufficient capacity to accommodate students from Area A-1. Over the long term, 
the school is anticipated to operate well under capacity and will not require any use of the 
existing 10 classroom port-a-pak. 

St. Andrew has sufficient capacity to accommodate students from Area C. Projections indicate 
that with Area C, enrolment for 2022/23 will be 367 (70% utilization).  Over the long term, it is 
projected that St. Andrew will continue to operate under 70% should Option 2 be implemented. 

San Marco has sufficient capacity to accommodate the future growth from Area D. Projections 
indicate that with the added enrolment anticipated from Area D, by 2031, enrolment at the school 
will be 359 (74% utilization). 

Estimated costs to implement Option 4 are greater than Options 2 and 3, but less than Option 1.   
Immediate costs for option 4 may include 1-3 portables for next year as well as the associated 
infrastructure (expanded asphalt and upgraded hydro service).  Additional transportation vehicles 
will be required to provide service from Area C to St. Andrew as the existing routes are designed 
to optimize efficiency by servicing Area B and C together.  To split service (Area B to Pope 
Francis and Area C to St. Andrew) will require 1-2 additional vehicles. 

  

 



Option 5 

Pope Francis to include Area A, Area B and Area C  (Option 1 Alignment) 

St. Stephen to include Area A-1 and Area D AND (Option 1 Alignment) 

Implementation of an Enrolment Cap at Pope Francis to reduce future enrolment, as detailed 
below : 

1. Effective immediately, Pope Francis will not accept any new registrations in SK-Grade 8. 
2. Any new students (SK-8)  wishing to enroll from the Pope Francis attendance area will 

be redirected to St. Stephen, with transportation provided. 
a. Students who attended Pope Francis for the 2020/21 school year, from within the 

current attendance area, and who are currently enrolled in online learning at a 
YCDSB designated ‘hub’ school, will be eligible to transfer back to Pope Francis 
for the 2022/23 school year. 

3. Effective for the 2022/23 school year, new registrations (JK) at Pope Francis will be 
limited to 90 Junior Kindergarten students each year. 

4. For the 2022/23 school year, a cut off date of March 11, 2022 is established for all JK 
registrations to be submitted.  With confirmation to families by mid April. For future 
school years, the cut off date shall be March 1. 

5. Acceptances will be determined with the following priority and in the following order: 
a. Incoming JK students with existing siblings in the school from: 

i. Area A; then 
ii. Area B; then  

iii. Area C 
b. Incoming JK students without existing siblings in the school from: 

i. Area A; then 
ii. Area B; then  

iii. Area C 
6. All JK registrations will be sorted as per the groupings in item 5 above and admitted by 

priority, (i.e. JK registration from Area A, who have siblings in the school, would be 
considered first).  If there are more registrations than available places, acceptance will be 
determined by lottery in order of priority as outlined in #5. 

7. When the total number of JK acceptances reaches 90, all remaining JK students will be 
redirected to St. Stephen CES with transportation. 

An enrolment cap of 90 JK’s/year has been proposed on the basis that the school has 6 purpose 
built kindergarten classrooms. Assuming 30 students/class, the school can accommodate 180 
kindergarten students (90 JK and 90 SK).   

The impact of Option 5 at Pope Francis will result in a small reduction in enrolment over the 
short term.  For 2022, enrolment at the school is projected to be 869 (144% utilization) and will 
require approximately 10-12 portables.  Additional portable requirements are slightly higher than 
Option 4. 



Over the short term, St. Stephen has sufficient capacity to accommodate students to be redirected 
from Pope Francis due to the enrolment cap.   

Estimated costs to implement Option 5 are similar to Option 4. Option 4 may require 1-3 
portables for 2022/23, additional asphalt and upgraded hydro service, as well as 1-2 additional 
buses to provide transportation service from Area C to St. Andrew. 

 

TRANSPORTATION 

The current non-transportation zones for elementary students are 1.2 km (JK-3) and 1.6 km (Gr 
4-8) and are outlined on Map 7.  Areas B and C are fully outside of the non-transportation zone 
for any of the schools included in this study. . Students in Areas B and C are eligible for 
transportation to Pope Francis. 

 

 

PUBLIC INFORMATION SESSION 

A virtual Public Information Session was held on Tuesday February 1, 2022.  Local Trustees, 
Superintendents, Principals, Plant, Planning and Transportation staff participated in the session 
to discuss and present the purpose of the boundary review and the five boundary review options.  
The session was live streamed on the Board’s YouTube channel with 423 families watching live.  
A recording of the meeting was made available on the Board’s website following the meeting, 
where it has been viewed an additional 737 times. 

As part of the meeting, a link was provided for parents or guardians to ask any questions, offer 
comments or share any concerns about the options presented.  The LRBC Committee presented 
at the virtual meeting and spent approximately 45 minutes of the 90 minute meeting responding 
to questions and concerns that came in through the Q&A link.   

An electronic feedback form was provided to families following the Public Information Session 
in order for families to provide their feedback. The form asked families to provide some 
biographical details (home study area, school of attendance, grades of any children in the home, 
identification of any pre-school aged children),  a preference for the options presented, and to 
provide additional written comments they wished to provide.   The feedback form accepted 
responses from Tuesday February 1st to Sunday February 6th. 

 

FEEDBACK 

A total of 257 responses were received from the feedback from.  A table of all responses 
received is attached as Appendix 5, and is summarized below. 

 



Table 2: Summary of Feedback  

 

In reviewing the written feedback, comments vary from area to area.  Written responses from 
Area A respondents identified concerns with the impacts of long term enrolment pressures at the 
school including additional portable needs, traffic congestion in and around the school and lack 
of green space should a portion of the play field be paved to increase hard surface play area.  

Families from Area B voiced a strong objection to Options 2 and 3. The common theme in 
written responses was that this area has been in the attendance area since the opening of Pope 
Francis, and relocating this area to another school should not be considered. 

Responses from Area C were fewer, with similar concerns with relocating to an alternate school. 

Through the feedback form, 65 responses were received from the St. Andrew community.   St. 
Andrew’s Catholic School Council executive also submitted an email under separate cover, 
advocating for the school.  In reviewing the feedback form comments, there were a number of 
comments from the St. Andrew community that assumed that St. Andrew is proposed to be 
closed as part of this process.   

As identified in the Long Term Accommodation Plan, there is a provincial moratorium on Pupil 
Accommodation Reviews.  Given this moratorium the Long Term Accommodation Plan does 
not identify any Pupil Accommodation Reviews.  

 

LOCAL BOUNDARY REVIEW RECOMMENDATION 

In reviewing the 5 options presented at the Public Information Session, the LBRC agreed that 
while Option 1 will assist over the long term, there are other options that may mitigate more of 
the short term enrolment pressures at Pope Francis.  

Options 2 and 3 are very similar, with both options proposing to relocate Area B to St. Stephen 
and Area C to St. Andrew.   In reviewing the feedback from families in Area B and C, there was 
a very strong objection to both Options 2 and 3.  The most common theme in the written 
feedback is that many students and families from Areas B and C is that relocating existing 
students, many of whom have attended Pope Francis since it opened, should not be considered. 



The projected impact of Option 4 and Option 5 on Pope Francis is similar. Both options will 
result in additional portable requirements over the short term, but less than in Option 1.  

After considerable discussion and deliberation, the Local Boundary Review Committee 
recommends Option 5. 

● Pope Francis to include Area A, Area B and Area C  
● Redirect Area A-1 and Area D to St. Stephen AND 
● Implementation of an Enrolment Cap at Pope Francis 

 

Option 5 will redirect future growth areas from Study Area A-1 and D, mitigating long term 
pressures at the school.  In addition, the implementation of an enrolment cap at Pope Francis will 
assist in a further reduction of incoming students and provide some limits on annual enrolment 
increases at the school. 

The implementation of Option 5 will result in continued enrolment pressures over the next 
several years, which will need to be managed through the use of additional portables at Pope 
Francis. The recommended option minimizes disruption to the existing Pope Francis students 
and families and proposes to relocate many new families to alternative schools. This option 
recognizes the potential impact of the new public school in 2024 and minimizes changes to 
existing families and students. The priority given to Area A in the lottery process, recognizes the 
proximity of this area to the school and the implication to transporting students who may 
otherwise not require transportation. 

 

SECONDARY FEEDER ALIGNMENT 

The realignment of Area A-1 and Area D to St. Stephen will result in these areas being included 
in the triple feeder area, permitting students to attend Holy Cross, St. Jean de Brebeuf or Father 
Bressani.  There will be no change to the secondary feeder alignments for Areas A/B (Holy 
Cross) and Area C (Triple Feeder to Holy Cross, St. Jean de Brebuf and Father Bressani).  

The Dual/Triple Feeder Areas are subject to a separate review as indicated in the Long Term 
Accommodation Plan. 

 

SUMMARY 

In accordance with the Board’s Boundary Review Process, a Local Boundary Review Committee 
was organized and several meetings were held.  The Committee is comprised of local Trustees, 
Area Superintendents, Principals, and staff from Planning Services and Student Transportation 
Services. 

 



As part of the process, on January 13, 2022 the committee met with the Catholic School Council 
chairs from the schools involved in the review.  A virtual public information session was held on 
February 1 2022.  Following the information session, 257 feedback forms were received.   

 

Members of the LBRC met on February 9, 2022 to discuss feedback from the public and to 
consider options for recommendations to the Board.  The LBRC has attempted to determine an 
optimal boundary that balances the impact of the short and long term enrolment pressures 
anticipated at Pope Francis, while minimizing disruption to existing catholic families within the 
community.  With that in mind, the LBRC recommends that OPTION 5 be approved as 
presented. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT OPTION 5 be approved as follows: 

Pope Francis to include Area A, Area B and Area C  (Option 1 Alignment) 

St. Stephen to include Area A-1 and Area D AND (Option 1 Alignment) 

Implementation of an Enrolment Cap at Pope Francis to reduce future enrolment, as detailed 
below: 

8. Effective immediately, Pope Francis will not accept any new registrations in SK-Grade 8. 
9. Any new students (SK-8) wishing to enroll from the Pope Francis attendance area will be 

redirected to St. Stephen, with transportation provided. 
a. Students who attended Pope Francis for the 2020/21 school year, from within the 

current attendance area, and who are currently enrolled in online learning at a 
YCDSB designated ‘hub’ school, will be eligible to transfer back to Pope Francis 
for the 2022/23 school year. 

10. Effective for the 2022/23 school year, new registrations (JK) at Pope Francis will be 
limited to 90 Junior Kindergarten students each year. 

11. For the 2022/23 school year, a cutoff date of March 11, 2022 is established for all JK 
registrations to be submitted.  With confirmation to families by mid-April. For future 
school years, the cutoff date shall be March 1. 

12. Acceptances will be determined with the following priority and in the following order: 
a. Incoming JK students with existing siblings in the school from: 

i. Area A; then 
ii. Area B; then  

iii. Area C 
b. Incoming JK students without existing siblings in the school from: 

i. Area A; then 
ii. Area B; then  

iii. Area C 



13. All JK registrations will be sorted as per the groupings in item 5 above and admitted by 
priority, (i.e. JK registration from Area A, who have siblings in the school, would be 
considered first).  If there are more registrations than available places, acceptance will be 
determined by lottery in order of priority as outlined in #5. 

14. When the total number of JK acceptances reaches 90, all remaining JK students will be 
redirected to St. Stephen CES with transportation. 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Appendix 1 - Maps 1-6 

Appendix 2 - Enrolment Projections 

Appendix 3 - Summary of Feedback 

Appendix 3i - Additional Feedback received via email 

 

 

 

Prepared by: Adam McDonald, Assistant Manager of Planning Services 
Submitted by:  Tom Pechkovsky, Coordinating Manager of Planning and Operations 
Endorsed by: Domenic Scuglia, Director of Education 
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POPE FRANCIS BOUNDARY REVIEW
SUMMARY OF ENROLMENT PROJECTIONS

APPENDIX 3

CURRENT SITUATION

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
Pope Francis (Area A) 578 633 666 685 706 739 740 720 705 687 703

Pope Francis (Area B) 160 192 192 192 189 180 185 180 179 176 174
Pope Francis (Area C) 65 88 108 113 122 127 132 127 122 118 112

Pope Francis (Area A‐1 and Area D) 0 0 9 22 25 47 77 103 130 161 170
Pope Francis Total 602 9 803 913 975 1,012 1,041 1,094 1,135 1,130 1,136 1,141 1,159
% Utilization 133% 152% 162% 168% 173% 182% 189% 188% 189% 190% 193%
Students Over/Under Capacity 201 311 373 410 439 492 533 528 534 539 557
ESTIMATED Portables Required 13‐15 16‐18 16‐18 19‐21 21‐24 21‐24 21‐24 21‐24 21‐24 21‐24

Notes:
1 2021 Enrolment As Of October 31, 2021 AND 
2 All 2021 enrolment totals includes students from the school that are enrolled at an alternate YCDSB school for online learning for the 2021/22 school year
3 All subsequent enrolment projections assume that students attending an online school this year will return to in person learning at their home school for 2022/23

OPTION 1

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
Pope Francis (Area A) 578 633 666 685 706 739 740 720 705 687 703

Pope Francis (Area B) 160 192 192 192 189 180 185 180 179 176 174
Pope Francis (Area C) 65 88 108 113 122 127 132 127 122 118 112

Pope Francis (Area A‐1 and Area D) 0
Pope Francis Total 602 9 803 913 965 991 1,017 1,047 1,058 1,027 1,006 980 989
% Utilization 133% 152% 160% 165% 169% 174% 176% 171% 167% 163% 164%
Students Over/Under Capacity 201 311 363 389 415 445 456 425 404 378 387
ESTIMATED Portables Required 13‐15 15‐17 16‐18 18‐20 18‐20 18‐20 18‐20 16‐18 16‐18 16‐18
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 14 16 17 19 20 20 19 18 17 17
St. Stephen 374 346 320 314 293 296 304 302 293 300 299
Area A‐1 and Area D 0 0 9 22 25 47 77 103 130 161 170
St. Stephen Total 548 10 374 346 329 336 318 343 381 405 423 461 469
% Utilization 48% 63% 60% 61% 58% 63% 70% 74% 77% 84% 86%
Students Over/Under Capacity ‐404 ‐202 ‐219 ‐213 ‐231 ‐205 ‐167 ‐143 ‐125 ‐87 ‐79
ESTIMATED Portables Required 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Relocate Area A‐1 and Area D to St. Stephen

School / Area Capacity Port / Pak
2021 

Enrolment 1 2
Projected Enrolment 3

School / Area Projected Enrolment 32021 
Enrolment 1 2

Capacity Port / Pak

2/16/2022 Q:\Planning Shareable\Word Processing\BOUNDARY\REPORTS\VAUGHAN\Pope Francis 2021‐22\enrolment projections\ StudyAreaProjections_Jan 17



POPE FRANCIS BOUNDARY REVIEW
SUMMARY OF ENROLMENT PROJECTIONS

APPENDIX 3

OPTION 2

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
Pope Francis (Area A) 578 633 666 685 706 739 740 720 705 687 703

Pope Francis (Area B) 160
Pope Francis (Area C) 65

Pope Francis (Area A‐1 and Area D) 0
Pope Francis Total 602 9 803 633 666 685 706 739 740 720 705 687 703
% Utilization 133% 105% 111% 114% 117% 123% 123% 120% 117% 114% 117%
Students Over/Under Capacity 201 31 64 83 104 137 138 118 103 85 101
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 1‐3 2‐4 3‐5 4‐6 6‐8 6‐8 6‐8 3‐5 3‐5 4‐6
St. Stephen 374 346 320 314 293 296 304 302 293 300 299

Pope Francis (Area A‐1 and Area D) 0 0 9 22 25 47 77 103 130 161 170
Pope Francis (Area B) 0 192 192 192 189 180 185 180 179 176 174

St. Stephen Total 548 10 374 538 521 528 507 523 566 585 602 637 644
% Utilization 48% 98% 95% 96% 92% 95% 103% 107% 110% 116% 117%
Students Over/Under Capacity ‐404 ‐10 ‐27 ‐20 ‐41 ‐25 18 37 54 89 96
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 0 0 0 0 0 0‐2 0‐2 3‐5 3‐5 4‐6
St. Andrew 304 279 269 253 244 226 219 212 200 185 185

Pope Francis (Area C) 88 108 113 122 127 132 127 122 118 112
St. Andrew TOTAL 522 0 304 367 377 366 366 353 351 339 322 303 297
% Utilization 58% 70% 72% 70% 70% 68% 67% 65% 62% 58% 57%
Students Over/Under Capacity ‐218 ‐155 ‐145 ‐156 ‐156 ‐169 ‐171 ‐183 ‐200 ‐219 ‐225
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Relocate Area A‐1  Area D and Area B to St. Stephen AND
Relocate Area C to St. Andrew

Projected Enrolment 3
School / Area Capacity

2021 
Enrolment 1 2

Port / Pak

2/16/2022 Q:\Planning Shareable\Word Processing\BOUNDARY\REPORTS\VAUGHAN\Pope Francis 2021‐22\enrolment projections\ StudyAreaProjections_Jan 17



POPE FRANCIS BOUNDARY REVIEW
SUMMARY OF ENROLMENT PROJECTIONS

APPENDIX 3

OPTION 3

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
Pope Francis (Area A) 578 633 666 685 706 739 740 720 705 687 703

Pope Francis (Area B) 160
Pope Francis (Area C) 65

Pope Francis (Area A‐1 and Area D) 0
Pope Francis Total 602 9 803 633 666 685 706 739 740 720 705 687 703
% Utilization 133% 105% 111% 114% 117% 123% 123% 120% 117% 114% 117%
Students Over/Under Capacity 201 31 64 83 104 137 138 118 103 85 101
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 0‐2 3‐5 3‐5 3‐5 6‐8 6‐8 6‐8 3‐5 3‐5 4‐6
St. Stephen 374 346 320 314 293 296 304 302 293 300 299

Pope Francis (Area A‐1) 0 0 9 22 25 28 36 40 40 39 41
Pope Francis (Area B) 0 192 192 192 189 180 185 180 179 176 174

St. Stephen Total 548 10 374 538 521 528 507 505 525 522 511 515 515
% Utilization 48% 98% 95% 96% 92% 92% 96% 95% 93% 94% 94%
Students Over/Under Capacity ‐174 ‐10 ‐27 ‐20 ‐41 ‐43 ‐23 ‐26 ‐37 ‐33 ‐33
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
St. Andrew 304 279 269 253 244 226 219 212 200 185 185

Pope Francis (Area C) 0 88 108 113 122 127 132 127 122 118 112
St. Andrew TOTAL 522 0 304 367 377 366 366 353 351 339 322 303 297
% Utilization 58% 70% 72% 70% 70% 68% 67% 65% 62% 58% 57%
Students Over/Under Capacity ‐218 ‐155 ‐145 ‐156 ‐156 ‐169 ‐171 ‐183 ‐200 ‐219 ‐225
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
San Marco 282 272 275 277 268 255 242 227 225 226 230

Pope Francis (Area D) 0 0 0 0 0 19 41 63 90 122 129
San Marco Total 487 0 282 272 275 277 268 274 283 290 315 348 359
% Utilization 58% 56% 56% 57% 55% 56% 58% 60% 65% 72% 74%
Students Over/Under Capacity ‐205 ‐215 ‐212 ‐210 ‐219 ‐214 ‐204 ‐197 ‐172 ‐139 ‐128
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Relocate Area A‐1  AND Area B to St. Stephen AND
Relocate Area C to St. Andrew AND Relocate Area D to San Marco

Projected Enrolment 3
School / Area Capacity

2021 
Enrolment 1 2

Port / Pak

2/16/2022 Q:\Planning Shareable\Word Processing\BOUNDARY\REPORTS\VAUGHAN\Pope Francis 2021‐22\enrolment projections\ StudyAreaProjections_Jan 17



POPE FRANCIS BOUNDARY REVIEW
SUMMARY OF ENROLMENT PROJECTIONS

APPENDIX 3

OPTION 4

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
Pope Francis (Area A) 578 633 666 685 706 739 740 720 705 687 703

Pope Francis (Area B) 160 192 192 192 189 180 185 180 179 176 174
Pope Francis (Area C) 65

Pope Francis (Area A‐1 and Area D) 0
Pope Francis Total 602 9 803 825 858 877 895 920 925 901 884 862 878
% Utilization 133% 137% 142% 146% 149% 153% 154% 150% 147% 143% 146%
Students Over/Under Capacity 201 223 256 275 293 318 323 299 282 260 276
ESTIMATED PORTABLES Required 10‐12 10‐12 13‐15 13‐15 13‐15 13‐15 13‐15 13‐15 10‐12 13‐15
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 10 12 12 13 14 15 13 13 12 12
St. Stephen 374 346 320 314 293 296 304 302 293 300 299

Pope Francis (Area A‐1) 0 0 9 22 25 28 36 40 40 39 41
St. Stephen Total 548 10 374 346 329 336 318 324 340 342 333 339 340
% Utilization 48% 63% 60% 61% 58% 59% 62% 62% 61% 62% 62%
Students Over/Under Capacity ‐174 ‐202 ‐219 ‐213 ‐231 ‐224 ‐208 ‐206 ‐215 ‐209 ‐208
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 0
St. Andrew 304 279 269 253 244 226 219 212 200 185 185

Pope Francis (Area C) 88 108 113 122 127 132 127 122 118 112
St. Andrew TOTAL 522 0 304 367 377 366 366 353 351 339 322 303 297
% Utilization 58% 70% 72% 70% 70% 68% 67% 65% 62% 58% 57%
Students Over/Under Capacity ‐218 ‐155 ‐145 ‐156 ‐156 ‐169 ‐171 ‐183 ‐200 ‐219 ‐225
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
San Marco 282 272 275 277 268 255 242 227 225 226 230

Pope Francis (Area D) 0 0 0 0 0 19 41 63 90 122 129
San Marco Total 487 0 282 272 275 277 268 274 283 290 315 348 359
% Utilization 58% 56% 56% 57% 55% 56% 58% 60% 65% 72% 74%
Students Over/Under Capacity ‐205 ‐215 ‐212 ‐210 ‐219 ‐214 ‐204 ‐197 ‐172 ‐139 ‐128
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Relocate Area A‐1 to St. Stephen AND
Relocate Area C to St. Andrew AND Relocate Area D to San Marco

Port / Pak Projected Enrolment 3
Capacity

2021 
Enrolment 1 2

School / Area

2/16/2022 Q:\Planning Shareable\Word Processing\BOUNDARY\REPORTS\VAUGHAN\Pope Francis 2021‐22\enrolment projections\ StudyAreaProjections_Jan 17



POPE FRANCIS BOUNDARY REVIEW
SUMMARY OF ENROLMENT PROJECTIONS

APPENDIX 3

OPTION 5

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
Pope Francis 602 9 803 869 897 912 925 961 987 974 963 951 964
% Utilization 133% 144% 149% 151% 154% 160% 164% 162% 160% 158% 160%
Students Over/Under Capacity 201 267 295 310 323 359 385 372 361 349 362
ESTIMATED PORTABLES Required 10‐12 13‐15 13‐15 13‐15 16‐18 16‐18 16‐18 16‐18 16‐18 16‐18
St. Stephen 374 346 320 314 293 296 304 302 293 300 299
Area A‐1 and D 0 9 22 25 47 77 103 130 161 170
Overfow from Pope Francis 0 44 78 100 116 133 148 156 173 190 195
St. Stephen Total 548 10 374 390 407 436 434 476 529 561 595 652 665
% Utilization 48% 71% 74% 80% 79% 87% 97% 102% 109% 119% 121%
Students Over/Under Capacity ‐174 ‐158 ‐141 ‐112 ‐114 ‐72 ‐19 13 47 104 117
ESTIMATED Portables/Pak Required 0 0 0 0 0 0 1‐3 1‐3 4‐6 4‐6

Option 1 Alignment AND
Enrolment Cap at 90 JKs / year at Pope Francis

School / Area Capacity
2021 

Enrolment 1 2
Projected Enrolment 3Port / Pak

2/16/2022 Q:\Planning Shareable\Word Processing\BOUNDARY\REPORTS\VAUGHAN\Pope Francis 2021‐22\enrolment projections\ StudyAreaProjections_Jan 17



POPE FRANCIS BOUNDAY REVIEW
Feedback Form Responses

Page 1 of 12

ID Which Study Area 
do you live in?

Of the 5 options 
presented, which 

option do you 
prefer?

Please provide any additional comment / concerns

1 Area A Option 4 AREA A should definitely have priority to stay at Pope Francis before any of the other areas!!
2 Area C Option 5

3 Area B Option 5
I strongly believe it is the responsibility of parents, board members and administrators to consider the mental health of students in their decision making. The current group of children being considered for movement are unlike any other in history. They have endured more stress to their mental health than any 
generation before them. I strongly believe that at all costs these children should be left unmoved. A school change, where many will be seperated from their friends and teachers will have significant long term effects. I believe any option that includes the movement of existing students would be a mistake we may not 
know the ramifications of for years to come. This is a boundary review like no other. In the current circumstances and I urge you to treat it as such. Do not move ANY existing students!

4 Area A Option 1 It is hard to please everyone...great job tonight. Pope Francis has a wonderful reputation- we all want our children to go there. I do think Area A should have priority. 

5 Area C Option 5

All I ask is that we please take into consideration at the OUTMOST importance what these children have been through during these unprecedented times. 

Now to ask them to leave friends.  Leave the area of normalcy that has had them grounded through friends, social interaction and teacher relationships would break them 

Social interaction and grounded relationships is the foundation in which these children stand 

Please do not pull the rug from under them

Keep them grounded with whatever ground they have left 

Thank you very much 

6 Area B No Preference
You said you allow children that started at pope Francis to attend the school even after they moved to nobelton and they still attend the school but yet we live on the east side and you want is to relocate our daughter to another school how does that even make any sense to you. Their are options to add space to the 
school weather it would be through additions to the existing school or positioning portables a certain way to not obstruct the view of teachers on duty and not take up space on the play grounds. With someone that has invested in the vaughan area their are options in to accommodate a growing school. Sorry but we 
don’t need to wait last minute to figure things and give the young kids anxiety they have dealt with enough over the past 2 years as this whole situation has been mismanaged as usual by government officials 

7 Area A Option 3

8 Area A Option 3

I'm concerned with the number of the potential of increases in the portables as it takes away from the play area for the children. I believe relocation is important to keep the school from having to expand on the premises and taking away from the children's play time and controlling the population in the school. The goal 
isn't to burst at the seams especially if there are neighbouring schools that can accommodate. I'm concerned that people have moved out of the neighbourhood and because annual reviews of the residents isn't done, we have people coming from other neighbourhood as a result and it contributing to the overpopulation 
of the school. Although its great to take everyone in , its not the idea to just keep taking. There are issues with parking and traffic and keeping with the current trend will just congest our neighbourhood more, creating issues like accidents. We are clearly already over capacity and Option 3 seems the best to control the 
population. 

9 Area A Option 3
This is a very challenging decision, but one that will impact all students.  It would be ideal to keep the existing students at Pope Francis, but the overcapacity issue does not provide a healthy environment for our student's either. Kindergarten students without guided reading for lack of resources, no space to play, and 
unsafe driving conditions before and after school (we all know it is a disaster waiting to happen!).  Placing more portables at the school should not be an option.  It is wasteful and damaging to our green space.  Given that we have amazing schools with available capacity waiting within an 8km radius, we have to be 
prepared to make the difficult decision.  I know this will be challenging for students and parents to understand, but continuing to add portables, damage the school land and overflow an already crowded school is not right either.

10 Area A Option 1

11 Area A Option 2
Option 2, as you said provides the greatest enrolment relief short and long term. This provides a safer environment for kids to have safe outdoor space, where teachers have the best sight line of them, without extra portables being in the way. There is more space for the children to play on hard surfaces, no need for 
children to play on city space (which is a liability in its own right) and continue to be able to use the soccer field as it was intended to be used. The surrounding schools can accommodate the surplus, without any resources being needed by the board to create more room for these students, as you had mentioned that 
there are schools with vacant portables for 4 years now. The only resource required would be transportation. Looking at the options, option 2 creates the greatest relief of enrolment, safest school setting and least financial cost for the board.

12 Area A Option 3 I live a street away from the school. It is extremely frustrating to think that my youngest child may have to go to a different school than my eldest when the time comes to register him for jk if there isn’t room. It is my opinion that the school should service the immediate local area. 

13 Area B Option 5

My children have been attending this school for 5 years, they have established strong connections with teachers, office staff and have developed strong friendships with fellow students.  I do believe by making this change it will impede on their education and will have a negative impact on their mental health.  Our eldest 
is half way into his grade 7 yr and to move to a different school is not ideal as he would have one more year before going to high school.  This will have a negative IMPACT.  

My grade 4 son depends on his older brother to walk to the bus stop to and from school, they need to CONTINUE with this and can't be separated.  He will also have a very difficult time transitioning to another school and even harder time knowing his older sibling will be with him for 1 year and the fear of being alone.  

We have friends near the school and if need be are there if in case my kids need to go there after school.  This will impede on my kids after school arrangement 

The mental well being of these students should be top priority and the fact they have committed to this school from the start the schoolboard should in turn be committed to the wellbeing of these students

14 Area B Option 4

The existing students and their siblings should be treated as a priority.
Eliminate the daycare, it does not support your students needs and occupies too much real estate. Student needs should be prioritized over the greater community needs.
Area B is being treated as though it is a great distance from the school and it is not. In fact, geographically, it is CLOSER to the school than the northern part of Area A. Why would these students be treated as though they live a great distance from the school?
Covid has created substantial mental health (and physical health) issues. Displacing existing Pope Francis students exacerbates this. These students have developed a 2nd home in their academic community, it would be tremendously unfair to further erode their mental health and wellbeing. 
Option #4 addresses the immediate capacity concerns, maintains the majority of the existing students enrolled in the school and allows for flexibility if enrollment changes due to the public school build. 
My preference is option #4, followed by option #5, in both of these scenarios the students closest in geographic proximity to the school would remain at Pope Francis. These students will be able to continue fostering and nurturing the relationships they have developed, helping to minimize mental health impacts due to 
covid-19.
My child is in JK, an aspect of the full day kindergarten program is that the students have the same teacher and classroom for the entirety of their kindergarten program. This helps the students adjust and develop within their academic program and provides them with stability. If he was moved out of the school 
boundary, in addition to the mental health stress introduced by covid-19, he would also suffer from the interruption of his kindergarten program. 

As a suggestion to the concern raised regarding crowding and vehicular traffic; is it possible to consider staggered start time for different grades/cohorts, etc?

15 Area A Option 2

We are a family who lives in Area A.  We have lived in this area for 6 years.  We have 3 children.  1 is beginning JK in September 2022.  We would NOT appreciate having a cap placed on the school.  When you live in an area and have multiple children, you would assume you can attend the school in the area.  

We have to think of the FUTURE of the school and not just the current families who attend right now but will be gone in a few years.

Having 16-20 portables is NOT feasible, safe, or advantageous in any way.  How many other elementary schools in YCDSB have 16-20 portables?

Area A is a YOUNG area with YOUNG families.  The daycare attached to the school is FULL with preschool-aged children hoping to attend Pope Francis.  We cannot simply think of the current students.  The future of Area A is within the preschool & baby age-range.  It would be shameful for all these children born 
from 2018 onwards to not receive a place in their home school.

16 Area A Option 2 We are a young family with 3 children set to begin school in 2022, 2024, and 2026.  We want to be able to attend the school in our area with no caps!  The future of the school needs to be considered and having 16-20 portables is not feasible, safe, or advantageous.

17 Area B Option 5

I am very concerned with YCDB to even consider moving my Children  and other children from current school because of poor planning from school board, we were promised and assured when we moved to kleinburg on Timber Creek blvd by schools board that a catholic school was being build in future, that plan was 
canceled and now considering moving our kids and other to other schools is absolutely not acceptable. My kids have been at Pope Francis for 6 years now and asking to leave and their friends to leave school will have a huge impact on their wellbeing , our kids don’t need more stress and disruption in their live 
specially after two years of Covid pandemic. Pope Francis is and has been part of our lives for the past 6 years, the staff , the management, the kids and parents friendship , taking that away from us children and parents is absolutely not fair . We love our school, we love our community, we love the teachers and we 
would like to stay and continue where we are. I urge the board to make the right decision not based on financial aspects but on how it will impact our children wellbeing, after all we are work hard to provide our children a great environment at home and school. 
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18 Area B Option 5

I believe option 5 is fair for all existing students and future students , it’s not fair for my daughter to be moved to another school she been at pope Francis since 2016 . My son has the worse school experience ever . Never had field trips, Halloween party , Christmas concerts . In Jan 2020 teachers strikes followed by 
pandemic for two years and now moving to another school . People in Area B were told catholic school will be build in our area and we called the ministry at the time and we’re told that the board holding the spot and that’s walking distance from our homes , now our kids will be moved away  20-25 min drive .  The 
daycare is not big enough for all the infant in the area , my son was on the waiting list for two years .they called me April 2021 and that was too late for me to move my son to another daycare because he will start school in sep 2021 . 
We been through the past two years , we bought our house based on false info , our kids been through a lot already , they need and deserve to be happy and be with their friends not put in this situation . I hope the board take into consideration these kids and their families because they  not just numbers  . These are 
kids that love their friends and they are human . 

19 Area A Option 3

Good Morning, thank you for the presentation yesterday. I strongly feel that children in Area A should have first priority to go to Pope Francis as it is the home school IN the community. It is illogical to bus children in a community to ANOTHER area to go to school when current students are being bussed INTO the 
community to go to Pope Francis. I believe Option 3 gives Area A the best chance for consistency and community inclusion. Option 3 also has the least amount of projected portables which is a financial gain and environmental gain; it is a win-win. This way the children of Pope Francis have safe and ample green 
space and hard top to play while outside. My child has been part of Area A as he was born here and went to daycare here. It is a terrible inconvenience to push my child into an alternate school via a bus. I do not want my child on a bus, we walk to daycare. He will walk to school. Most children who live in the area 
already walk to school. Option 3 would also make drop off and pick up safer for children as it will alleviate A LOT of traffic that is currently suffocating our neighbourhood. I know moving students who are already enrolled in Pope Francis will be challenging; a phased out move would be a suggestion. Any children in 
grades 7 and 8 can stay at Pope Francis until graduation. Area A has lots of young children and I strongly believe they should have first priority to go to Pope Francis.

20 Area A Option 4

21 Area A Option 3

On 'Page 8' of the informational package that was provided to us, there are two very important objectives:
#2. Minimize unnecessary bussing
#5. Maximize the use of all permanent school facilities to minimize portable placement
I am unsure as to why we would continue to accommodate students from areas that take 20+ minutes to bus/ commute into our neighborhood, when they have schools like St. Stephens just a few moments away.

My son has been attending Fun on the Run daycare located inside PFS since he was the age of one. My decision in sending him to daycare at that location was directly linked to the fact that he would be growing up with the children he would eventually attend kindergarten with. We also live on a street where all of our 
neighbors and their kids have become extremely close during the pandemic to the point that they see their friends (our neighbors) more than family.

All of our neighbors' older children attend PFS, we have planned for the older kids to help walk our children to and from school when the time comes for them to attend. The mere possibility that our children who will be going into kindergarten in 2023 may not be able to attend their neighborhood school that is within 
walking distance of our homes is absolutely absurd.

If this community is going to grow together, we need to focus on the families that chose to live within its boundaries. If option #3 is chosen, we would see the positive effects in the reduction of vehicle congestion around the school as well as more space for our children to play without mass amounts of portable 
classrooms that leave the playground looking like a trailer park.

I empathize with the families that may have to uproot their children in the case that they need to relocate to new schools, however, they have always had the option to send their children to a closer school within their own neighborhood. We however do not have ANY convenient schools in our area at this moment other 
than PFS.  

I kindly ask that you take all of these key points into consideration when making your decision. Thank you.

22 Area A Option 2

23 Area A Option 3

As both a parent and educator, I know it's difficult to have students leave a school community, especially one that they have become acquainted to. I certainly empathize with the children and families. But, the other local schools are under capacity and can accommodate more students..I feel all resources/school 
buildings should be utilized to accommodate the projected student growth/enrollment. I do not think having a school with well over 18 portables is sustainable. We pay relatively high taxes in this community, supporting the Catholic School system, and I would prefer that my child is  not in a portable for the WHOLE 
duration of time at Pope Francis. Unfortunately, that will be the case if boundaries are not revised. Traditionally, portables are temporary options and a common classroom space for Junior grades. At this rate, the vast majority of students will be in a portable for the whole duration of time at Pope Francis. That is not 
fair to students or educators. I worry about supervision duties, especially during inclement weather days. How will a teacher supervise the portables? A Very challenging feat since classes are not along a single hall corridor, like in building. I can attest to this because I am a teacher, and I know the challenges of going 
from one portable to another to ensure proper supervision and the safety of students. 
Children's mental and physical health/well-being is at the cornerstone for many decisions. Reducing the space for outdoor breaks and activities is worrisome to me. To have a playground literally reduced to half it's capacity/square footage will likely cause more frustration among children, limiting their movement and 
ability to play organized sport. Green space and the field is essential for this. I can assure you that an increase of injuries will occur. It's an inevitable outcome--if you have 900+ students segregated in a very small space to play and re-charge for recess.  
I express my concerns because I am both a parent and educator. I have a lot of experience in education and I hope this decision is made in such a matter that it benefits the community as a whole. Regardless, the outcome, there are very good local schools that can accommodate students. All resources/schools 
should be utilized to ensure that children can learn in a safe school environment. 
Thank you Kindly

24 Area A Option 3

25 Area B Option 5
My children have had a really challenging time over the course of the pandemic. Our family is dealing with the leukemia diagnosis of my youngest child, and my kids are currently online to protect her. They are miserable, and can't wait to return (fully vaccinated) in September. If you move them to St.Stephen's, they will 
be separated from their best friends who unfortunately would not be moving along with them. My eldest, who is seriously struggling with anxiety and depression, would be the only one in her friend group to have to leave. I am not prepared to deal with the mental health break that is on the horizon if you move forward 
with options 2 or 3. I beg of you, please do not move forward with these options. 

26 Area B Option 1 Options 4 and 5 are our second and third choice respectively 

27 Area B Option 5
My concern is that the board should make the existing students remain at Pope Francis because the kids has been through a lot with COVID, so for them to switch schools it will be damaging to alot of kids ,I have 4 kids at Pope Francis, I know a fact that my kids don’t want to switch schools because we just arrived at 
the school in September, My son had a hard time adjusting , now he is making friends for him to go to a new school will devastating to him not only him but the rest of my kids

28 Area B Option 5

Options 2 and 3 will cause real and serious mental health issues for my children if they are asked to leave. My oldest is saying that she hates life and feels alone in the world. Options 2 and 3 will cause her to be separated from ALL her friends. Now is not the time to ask kids to adapt to more change. If the well being of 
our kids is the Board's top priority, then they should veto any options that involve current students to move out. Paving some grass seems like a reasonable solution to adding portables. In our province, where the weather is often shutting down the field anyways, I hardly see paving over it as a major problem. Kids can 
go play soccer in Sonoma Heights if that's what anyone is worried about. 

I am also quite frustrated about having the new 427 access on Major Mackenzie rendered useless to me. Many of us parents use the before and after school program, and don't appreciate having to inconveniently reroute east, when we have new and convenient highway right here. We have put up with a lot of 
construction, and now that we can reap the benefits of it, you want me to travel away from it. I have a real issue with that. 

29 Area A Option 3
30 Area A Option 1 I will have to quit my job if my children do not get into Pope Francis which is beside our home 

31 Area A Option 2
Accommodating area A should be a priority

32 Area B Option 4
The children have endured enough change and uncertainty over the past 2 years. They need stability, familiarity and a sense of community. Moving them will only contribute to their anxiety and depression. Please really consider what is best for the children - logistics should not be the deciding factor here. We need to 
put these kids’ needs first. 

33 Area A No Preference
In the meeting it was mentioned that there are “Portapacks” being unused for over 4 years in one of the schools. Currently PopeFrancis has 9 “portables”. Can the portapacks be used in Pope Francis built with access directly to the school so that the children that are in portables do not have to walk through the 
schoolyard to get into the school to use the washroom etc? Currently the kids that are using the portables at Pope Francis have to walk through the yard into the school and up to the second floor washrooms. 

34 Area A Option 1
35 Area A Option 3 I am concerned that my daughter who lives  walking distance to PFS will have to be bussed out of the area due to an enrolment cap. Option 3 best protects families that live in the PFS area.
36 Area A Option 4
37 Area A Option 4
38 Area A Option 4 I am a student and want to continue to go to school with my friends I was remote learning for a year and a half and don’t want to lose those connections I have been able to rekindle due to the pandemic 
39 Area A Option 5

40 Area A Option 3
My family purchased in this subdivision due to the fact that there was a catholic school built within the community. Option 5 could potentially mean that my child will not be able to attend school within our own community, where she has already made many friends. We have many neighbours who we are very close with 
whose children already attend Pope Francis. She would be forced to take a bus to a different community and school. It would be a shame if we were forced to attend a different school when we have a school within walking distance of our home. There would be students being bussed into the subdivision to attend Pope 
Francis and students being bussed out of the subdivision to attend another school.  

41 Area A Option 3
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42 Area B Option 4

As a parent of a grade-1 student who currently attends Pope Francis CES and resides on Dunrobin Crescent in Kleinburg (Area B), I purchased our home primarily because Pope Francis CES is ranked 4th best Catholic School in Vaughan, as well as with the understanding due to proximity to my home, it would be my 
son's elementary school until he graduates to secondary school, ensuring no social or educational disruptions would occur. 

The proposed new boundary school (St. Stephen CES in Kleinburg) is 6 km, a 10-minute drive vs. the current school (Pope Francis CES) 1 km, a 2-minute drive. How can the students be moved to a "new boundary" school that's significantly further away from their current school/home?

It is also my understanding that Pope Francis CES currently has students enrolled that would be considered outside of the current "boundary" due to their residence being in the Woodbridge or Bolton areas, and are being bussed in or dropped off by car. Wouldn't it be logical to have these students be first on the list to 
be moved to a school within their proper "boundary"?

The new proposed school (St. Stephen CES) would require students in Area B to be bused due to the extended distance. Adding buses would certainly result in an increased cost for the school board (that would be passed onto taxpayers). In addition, with the recent bus driver shortage situation, the board would 
certainly have issues procuring additional bus drivers

For the past 2-years, during the Covid-19 pandemic, children have had their lives disrupted significantly. The uncertainty of having online or in-person learning that seemingly changed monthly during parts of the pandemic, the increased screen time, lack of physical activity, reduced time with family and friends, 
increased anxiety and mental health issues, lack of additional academic support when needed, reduced trust in the system, etc. 
Based on my above points, I strongly feel that uprooting current students to a new boundary that is logically and geographically outside of their proper boundary based on where we reside now that they are finally regaining some sense of normalcy, could lead to further mental health issues, due to missing friends, the 
stress of making new friends, different teachers and a lack of a comfortable/familiar learning environment.

Considering the above, I ask that the Board please remove Options 2 & 3 from deliberation in this current Boundary Review Process. 

I'm in support of Options 4 or 5.

43 Area A Option 2

I would like to ensure our feedback is taken into account as the decision made here will impact the way our children will grow and interact in the years to come. It makes no sense to continue keeping an influx of students into Pope Francis when we have other schools with full capacity to accommodate these students. 
Opening up the school to other areas in 2018 was a huge mistake. Hopefully the board makes the right decision this time around. Continuing to limit the already small space to place portables makes no sense. Limiting the size of the field makes no sense, continue to open the school and keep the current capacity 
makes no sense. The decision of leaving the boundaries open does not make any financial sense either, why don't we rather redirect any planned spending on these portables (option 1 and option 4 and 5) to our own school rather than putting more pressure on the limited space we already have.  I ask the board to 
make the right decision this time and think not only on the financials but also in the future of our kids

44 Area A Option 1

45 Area B Option 4
Area A and B are communities that were built around Pope Francis CES, majority of our children have been attending since the beginning. Surrounding communities C,D, etc should not be allowed to attend Pope Francis due to its current and future population. Let’s go back to the original boundary and defer any 
further boundary changes until Area A-1 is complete and the Public school opens in 2024. Note: Our children only moved from Pope Francis due to the PACE program, this is our home school and would like to keep it that way. 

46 Area A Option 4
47 Area A Option 4
48 Area A Option 2 I would prefer option B or C. I do not want to see the outdoor area full of portables. Keep play space for the children. Maintain sight lines for everyone's safety. 

49 Area A Option 4
Area A should have priority over any other area due to proximity. I also don’t believe the someone who live in Area A may not be able to register their child at Pope Francis because someone from let’s say area B has a sibling is fair. 
When new registrations come in, screen for area A for priority. 

50 Area A Option 1 Please pick Option A! No transferring students, the thought alone is upsetting. 
51 Area A Option 5 We have been a part of PFS since its 2nd year being open. This affects our girls and their friends as many of them are in area B and C. I support existing students and their families to have priority to stay.
52 Area A Option 3
53 Area A Option 5
54 Area A Option 5
55 Area B Option 1 Don’t move existing students. They’ve been through enough with covid. 
56 Area B Option 1

57 Area A Option 3
There is only so much a school can physically grow and the addition of portables is not only an eyesore for our neighborhood but they have reduced the playground area.  Just imagining that more will be added because of never ending enrollment will make the grounds look like a shipping container site.  The portables 
is a band aid solution and once the boundaries are redefined, they should be taken away so the only classrooms are within the building, not outside

58 Area C Option 5
Option 5 is best for the current student body attending Pope Francis.  My children have attended Pope Francis since JK.  My daughter started her first day of JK at Pope Francis the day the school first opened.  To have to rip them away from friends they’ve had since they were 4 years old and from teachers they’ve 
grown to love and care for is unacceptable.  Capping enrolment and allowing current students to stay at Pope Francis is the ONLY ACCEPTABLE option.  These kids have been through more than enough navigating life with current pandemic.  Now you also want to tell them,  pack your things you are being kicked out 
of the school you love.  UNACCEPTABLE.  Think of the MENTAL HEALTH of the kids, please! OPTION 5, for our kids sake.  

59 Area A Option 2
60 St. Andrew CES Option 5
61 Area A Option 4 Not fair that we have been the original families to attend since the beginning of Pope Francis.  Very unfair to build a school that small for a huge subdivision.  All families that have been registered from the beginning should be grandfathered.  

62 Area B Option 4
When we moved to this area and more specifically purchased a home on paper, having a school in proximity was a deal breaker.  You can imagine our shock and anger when we discovered a school was not going to be built at Timber creek and wood gate pines. With the reason that there was not enough children to 
attend the school.  That being said, we didn’t make a fuss and assumed that Area A and B would be considered one area and one community moving forward. So to have our children relocated or my two older children won’t be going to school with their two younger siblings is not an option for us.  I don’t care for the 
political reasons why a school wasn’t built or why another zone (C) was added to Pope Francis.  All I know is that when the school was passed up to be built, then moving forward area A and B should be one area. End of story. 

63 Area A Option 2 I hope the board is taking a good look at this. The parking area is a disaster. The school is bursting at the seams and thankfully a child has not been hit with all the traffic back and forth.  Stop trying to please everyone and do what’s right. Group A will only grow with children and fill PFS.  Option 2 is the only way to go. 

64 St. Stephen CES Option 1 Don’t want St. Stephen to get too big.  Parking lot and traffic near school is very busy before school.

65 Area B Option 1

My daughter has been attending Pope Francis CES since 2017.  Since then she has had exceptional teachers.  Unfortunately in 2020 she has been seeing a psychotherapist because of her anxiety. She has had to deal with panic attacks at such a young age of 6 because of the effect of COVID 19 and not being with 
her friends at school.  Now for some ungodly reason the board thinks it is okay to even bring up the idea of boundaries and a possible change to schools for these students at Pope Francis.  To even think that this in effect of the future of our community, the board is neglecting the fact that these last 2 years have been 
detrimental to the students.  I don't expect you to care what us parents are going through to even explain this to our children. But please take into some consideration how our children have to accept this change.  To top that off we have to explain to them there is a possibility that they will not be with there friends again 
permanently, they will not be able to be in the same school as their siblings and the relationships they have gained with the staff and community at Pope Francis will be diminished. I cannot imagine the feelings this will have on our children and I do not see any positive aspects about options 2,3and 4.  Please take into 
consideration and think about the children that currently live in Area B. We are just minutes away from Pope Francis. Geographically it doesn't make sense for our kids to take buses,add an extra 30 mins to the parents commutes because of poor planning on the board.  Yesterday's call was not positive for the parents, 
Adam McDonald was not sympathetic at all towards the existing parents and was simply stating options that should not even be in consideration.  I'm also disappointed that our trustee is not fighting for our community and our super attendant ignored the effects of COVID 19 questions. I am hoping and praying the 
board is thinking about best interest of our students, children and community of Pope Francis and not aiming towards this life changing effect that will bring on more anxiety and panic attacks to my daughter. 

66 Area A Option 2

67 Area B Option 4
Given vicinity alone, Area B should and must be tied to continuing to accept students at Pope Francis. It is logical that both Areas A and B would stay with Pope Francis. Is that not the idea of building community around a school? We moved here intentionally based on vicinity to Pope Francis. I understand that capping 
(opt 5) is required, but to ship off local students to a further school, where families are established, is outrageous. I am only in support of options where Area B can continue to attend Pope Francis. 

68 St. Andrew CES Option 1 I think if one school can accommodate and keep the neighbourhood kids together it will be much better for them to socialize. I remember being displaced from my neighbourhood kids and always felt left out and isolated.  I would recommend keeping them together as much as possible. 
69 Area A Option 2 Large numbers provide Safety concerns, lack of current outdoor time and resources 

70 Area B Option 4
This boundary review is unfounded and residents of Area B which have been here longer than area A and rely on this school proximity would not have a viable alternative. Expect that the community will organize and protest to the extent required until this proposal is either shelved or it's outcome does not affect the 
residents in the area.

71 Area A Option 2 Safety concerns… Lack of outdoor space for children… Lack of time… Lack of resources

72 Area B Option 1
As members of this beautiful and growing community, it is our responsibility to ensure our children's needs our placed first.  We hope the board and it's members will make the right decision that not only benefits our kids but also  supports their caregiver, parents and guardians.  Pope Francis was built to support our 
Kleinburg community and let's keep it that way! 

73 Area B Option 4

I’m not sure why our children have to pay the price for incorrect assumptions and cost restrictions at the board level. The boundary was reviewed at the request of a few families back in 2018, for no valid reason other than this. Those families don’t attend the school any longer yet the community is paying the price. 
Remove C and return boundary to what it was intended. Removing area C (w/ least amount of children) and the greatest growth from future development holds the least impact. While Option 5 appeases the trustee making the most constituents happy it does not solve the problem with growing families in area A and B, 
especially with a CAP that can be easily filled by area A leaving split siblings in B . An alternative would be to maybe close out the one of the other school whereby enrolment continues to diminish YoY and construct a new school in hwy 27. Bud the smaller enrolled schools up 27. The board could take the sale of the old 
property (sell to developer) and fund partially  the new proposed school as suggested. The board underestimated, built too small and didn’t consider utilizing a second level to the recent daycare at construction at PFCES.   
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74 Area A Option 3

Hello and thank you for the presentation yesterday. Without question the surrounding community to Pope Francis known as Area A is full of new and young families. After moving to the area during the initial phase, as a young married couple, my wife and I were excited at the prospect of our future kids having the ability 
to go to a catholic school that was walking distance. Literally, 950 metres to be exact. We are now blessed with the opportunity to be sending our first born to junior kindergarten this coming September and are shocked that the possibility could now be in question. Our son has been attending the amazing daycare at 
Pope Francis and have witnessed the positive influence it has been on him. We strongly feel that our son, along with the little friends he has made in daycare would benefit immensely in transitioning to junior kindergarten at Pope Francis. Option 3 makes the most geographical and economical sense for our community 
and will continue to help these young families lead a catholic based lifestyle. 

75 Area B Option 5

Thank you for providing 5 options and scenarios to choose from.  Our family resides in "Area B" and initially when we moved into the area we did our due diligence and contacted the school board to determine if the parcel of vacant land on the corner of Timbercreek & Woodgate Pines, that was originally zoned for a 
YCDSB school, would be built in the future.  I was informed that they would not be building, and advised to enroll my kids at Pope Francis C.E.S.  We were given a tour by Mr. Arcadi, and our kids fell in love with the school. We were thrilled to join such a beautifully designed atmosphere, which in only one year had 
already gained a great reputation for its wonderful staff and commitment to student learning. Over the years, our children have made strong friendships and have built great relationships with the staff, as well.  Our fear is that the children who reside on this side of the tracks will be relocated to another school is keeping 
us up at night, as Pope Francis is a second home to our kids. This cannot be an option for our children, or any children that live on this side, for that matter.  
Our children have experienced enough harm to their mental health throughout the pandemic! The ongoing anxiety they’ve experienced over the last two years they have endured enough change and ongoing adjustments to their everyday lives. The areas of comfort such as home, school, and recreational activities have 
all changed dramatically, and children are depressed and confused. Their well being cannot endure another change, especially one that is this drastic; completely disrupting their routine and destroying their sense of belonging. It would be seriously detrimental to my children’s mental health if they were uprooted from 
Pope Francis, and relocated into another school.  Although children are resilient, this change would be the breaking point for my eldest son, especially.  All of his friends reside in Area A. As such, he would be the only one in his friend group to be removed from the school. I cannot imagine what this change would do to 
his mental state.  During remote learning, he really struggled, and was depressed about not being able to see his friends and teacher(s) every day.
I beg of you to take the direction that would impact the children already enrolled at Pope Francis the least and take into consideration the impact of uprooting and relocating these children to another school. Option #5 would be the best option for everyone involved. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

76 Area A Option 2 Will my second child who will only be able to attend in 2025 be able to attend pope Francis as well?

77 Area B Option 5
After last nights review, the best option that suits my families needs and taking into consideration the best scenario for the community is Option #5 as it is least disruptive to the current enrollment and would be in the best interest of all children. That being said, my recommendation would be for the school board to 
inquire with the city to purchase the city owned grassed area to accommodate the additional portables required and to not impede on the children's play area and provide proper circulation for children's activities by creating a safe environment. Not only do children go to school to gain an education, they go to school to 
build relationships with friends and teachers.  By asking our children to relocate to a new school which is foreign to them in unprecedented times, this would create havoc and cause long term effects on their mental health.  Please evaluate all options that would best suit the needs of the children. 

78 Area A Option 5 I moved to this house knowing that I had a school walking distance to my home that I could put my child in once they are old enough. I don't think it's fair that I'd have to send my kid somewhere further. 
79 Area B Option 4
80 Area A Option 2 Too many portables are unsafe due to sightlines. Also would prefer my children to be in the school. 
81 Area B Option 4
82 Area A Option 5

83 Area B Option 1

My family moved to this area in November 2020 and a large part of our decision was because of Pope Francis school.  We have several friends and family that attend Pope Francis  and have nothing but great things to say about this school. My youngest child is registered to begin JK in September and my other child 
is in Grade 1.  It would be a shame to have to move my eldest to yet another school due to boundary decisions.  If there is a cap placed, I would not favour having my children attend 2 different schools.  In reviewing the data for Area B, there are less than 200 children that attend from this area.  I don't see this as a 
significant impact. Considering this is the only school in the "new Kleinburg" area, I am hoping that boundaries would include Areas A & B at a minimum.  Boundaries should be considered for areas North of Major Mackenzie such as Nobleton.  I'm hoping the Board takes into consideration the impact to children should 
the boundaries be restricted to one area. Just as school has reopened and students return to in person learning, it would be detrimental to impose more change on these children who have created friendships and roots at Pope Francis.  

84 Area B Option 1

85 Area A Option 5
I feel it's important to maintain as much normalcy as possible for the children already attending Pope Francis.  The people in our community has dealt with a lot of changes in order to get it to what it is now.  It would be unfair to those children who have been attending Pope Francis to have to relocate to another school.  
I would like my daughter's to grow up with their same classmates from the community.  Take care.

86 Area A Option 3
87 Area A Option 3 We don’t want more portables in the future and it’s should be reduced and also our children needs more green space to explore. Thank you 

88 Area A Option 2
I choose option 6 to build another school. The area should’ve forced the builder to pay for another school with all the family homes they stacked here. Having 1000+ students with poor ventilated portables is ridiculous. The traffic is already insane and the principal spends tireless hours directing traffic and writing emails. 
The area and roads are too crowded already!!!  Having the students crammed in a small area because there’s 20 portables is not humanely fair for these children that need the space to run around. MOE funds many TCDSB schools below 300 students. This is elementary schools. The students should have a right to 
be in a close proximity of their school. They shouldn’t have to be getting on a bus at such a young age. Please reevaluate adding another school. Thank you for collecting our feedback and appreciate the consultation meeting 

89 Area B Option 1
90 Area A Option 4

91 Area B Option 1
I am extremely opposed to any disruptions happening for our children that are currently at the school. I do not want my children to have to move to a school far away from our home and my youngest son will start school this year and he needs to be with his brother. I will not have two kids at different schools. We prefer 
option one and are open to option 4 if necessary.  Those are the only two we are ok with. Thank you. 

92 Area B Option 4

OPTION 4 restores the boundaries to where they were intended to be! It will impact the least amount of existing families and still keeping the PFS community together. The YCDSB LTAP should NOT supersede the needs of our families at PFS. OPTION 5 does not solve any problems, it only pacifies the community for 
short term but will become a greater problem due to the CAP that may split up siblings or prevent NEW kids that live in Area A from attending. *Requesting to OMIT OPTIONS 2 and 3* Our children should not suffer and be forced out of a school they love, in the middle of a pandemic where mental health is a real issue 
these days. We feel as if there was no transparency on behalf of YCDSB when it came to the boundary review of 2018 and there was no need for it. Parents had the wool pulled over their eyes and a decision was made that has put us in the situation we are in now! Who is to blame? Someone should be accountable! 
YCDSB is trying to reduce expenditures at the expense of our kids.  It was a huge inconsideration in 2018 to expand the boundaries as they did. The growing population was grossly underestimated.  The Pope Francis community deserves better.  While it is unfortunate for the kids in Area C to have to move again, the 
reality is that they asked to be moved fully knowing that this move was not necessarily permanent. The accommodation that was made in 2018 unfortunately is no longer sustainable. Another inconsideration was the development of the daycare.  This can be temporarily utilized by the school to accommodate 
Kindergarten students.
 The bottom line that I ask you to remember is that you are playing with the mental health of the children by “redirecting” them without giving families a choice. Our kids were always a part of Pope Francis and it should remain that way!

93 Area A Option 3
94 Area A Option 2
95 Area A Option 2
96 Area A Option 1 There is a public elementary school opening up down the street from Pope Francis.  Has consideration been given to this as I believe many students that attend Pope Francis will be switching to the public school once it's built?
97 Area A Option 4 Students from zones A and B should be the only groups allowed to attend Pope Francis. They have built this school from the ground up and several parents from both sides of the tracks are involved in school initiatives. All other zones should be redirected. 

98 Area A Option 2

I am extremely concerned at how the current number of students attending the school is presenting major safety concerns. The high number of students does not allow for social distancing, teacher attention and the traffic is horrendous (incoming from other communities,etc). It is not acceptable that kindergarten 
students are expected to go to the washroom unsupervised down a hall because there are not enough classrooms with washrooms for this age group. This is a major safety issue- would you trust a 3 and 4 year old alone in a park? A shopping mall? No.  I am also extremely disappointed to see more portables added 
each year and the outdoor space for the children to play disappear. Out door amenities for kids are very important to our family and they are slowly disappearing from the school. They are important for their mental health and more then ever, we know how important this is for children. This is not fair to my child when 
other school close by have low enrolment  and many outdoor areas to play. I do not support any option that involves adding portables. I want to see them removed and the outdoor spaces returned and upgraded. I want to see my child thrive at a school where he gets the proper support, attention and playing space to 
expend his energy. This means numbers need to be drastically reduced and students need to be relocated. We choose to live close to the school in hopes it would increase the safety of travelling to and from there, but this is not the case. I would like to see drastic changes made for the fairness of students who live in 
area A. 

99 St. Stephen CES Option 5 Option 5 has least disruption for any school or community group. I believe it is responsible to also take into consideration the future growth at Islington and Napa Valley, as well as Islington and Sonoma (urban town complex). Where will these children attend school? 
100 Area A Option 3 Area A1 should be included in the Pope Francis boundaries. They are extremely close to the school and it is ridiculous to expect these children to be bused to a different location 

101 St. Andrew CES Option 2
St. Andrew is a beautiful and well kept school, with a large yard and plenty of empty classrooms. Students would not need to be placed in a portable where there is no running water to wash their hands etc. This school should be more utilized than is being suggested, considering it is also close in proximity to Pope 
Francis as well. I have worked at both schools (SAW and PFS) and the PFS community would love it at SAW. 

102 Area B Option 4 We are east of the tracks and have attended the school since opening. This is not right, uou opened the boundaries to wide. I was on that committee and told you it was bad idea then. Now you wanna kick my kids out from the school. 

103 Area B Option 5

Thank you for taking the time out to review all the data and numbers going up to 5 years 
My concern is where was this data 5 years ago when the board decided to open up the boundary’s. Did you not see that it was a growing area with over 500 kids just in area A. Why would you then decide to open a daycare which took away from more classes and sell the land to home developers in area B. The 
numbers never lie , and if you were to date back 5 years ago the numbers should be exactly where they are today which is why it was poor planning on your part and for that I don’t think it’s right to make the kids suffer for your mistake.  Another thing is st stephens starts at 8:30am which will mean the bus will pick up 
my kids around 8am. To drive them to a school which is 15 mins away. When now the bus comes at 8:50 to a school that’s 3 minutes away. Again I don’t think it’s fair for our children to suffer for your mistakes. Covid has already played a huge role in their mental health. Do we really need to push more on them. I think 
it’s wise to be in our children shoes for a minute and see how they would feel   I would recommend you close a few schools in the Sonoma area and move the kids in that area to a local school. You can sell that land to home developers and with that money you can come up hwy 27 beside Kleinburg and build another 
school since the area is still developing and we have over 700 kids just in area A and B alone plus more to come as we develops.  Please think of the kids first before you think of the dollar signs 
I will not move my children from a top 5 rated school to an older school that’s not even on the top 5 charts. There is no pro for me moving my childrens only cons and to me that is not a smart move to make , but then again what the hell do I know. I’m just going off the data you have provided to us which doesn’t show 
me the facts which would be nice to see. I’m not moving my children so take moving area B out of your plans.  Thank you 

104 Area A Option 4

As a parent of a child who is entering jk in September 2022, I am extremely concerned that he will not attend Pope Francis as I expect. I do not have other school aged children, therefore he would not be a priority if option 5 is selected. From the live event presentation, it is perceived that children who are currently 
attending POpe Francis would not be moved to another school for concerns over their well-being/ mental health . However , from a cost aspect, children in surrounding areas are already bussed to Pope Francis, therefore they could be bused to another school. 

If the option 5 is selected, my My 4 year old child would have to get on a bus , drive pass the Pope Francis school where all his community Peers attend and be dropped off at another school 20 mins away. How is that taking his well being as a priority? As a tax payer in this community,  the surrounding areas should 
have never been considered for registration at Pope Francis . This is a large developing area and the enrolment would have been achieved just within the area A and B alone. Please consider this feedback from a very concerned parent. 
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105 Area A Option 3 Area A should have priority for present and future enrollment.  How sad would it be for a family that lives directly in front of the school to have to drive their child 20 mins.  Also please don’t flood the play area with portables.  For these reason is why I think option 3 would be best. Thank you.

106 Area A Option 3
Although I have serious concerns over the mental health of these poor kids after 2 years of a pandemic and now a possible relocation I know at some point it needs to happen.  I pray that this is also taken into consideration.  I don't think that now was the time for review. Kids are suffering. They have had 3 not normal 
school years and this change will be detrimental.  Please for once take the health and mental health of your students seriously. 

107 Area A Option 4 This situation was a direct result of the rush to open boundaries in 2018, despite the overwhelming response not to hurry the increase enrollment.  Now, you are asking families to have children change schools because of this lack of foresight.  A rush to have funding and attendance caused this debacle. 

108 Area A Option 3

109 Area B Option 4

I am writing to you today as a concerned parent of <names deleted> and a participating member in the community. We have been faced with unprecedented times and I think I can speak for everyone when stating this however the unfortunate thing is that the children have suffered the most. The last two years have 
not been easy and that is an understatement! Masking, social distancing and not attending school months at a time...going from on line to in person has put children on a path of instability and uncertainty. Creating an environment where my child has stability is a major component and necessity for proper development 
and growth. Moving my child to an alternate school will only create more instability and uncertainty that will further ensue additonal road blocks for my child's development. The last thing I want to do is rip her out of an environment that within all this uncertainty is the one place she feels comfortable to learn other than 
her home. I have already faced so many challenges with her development this will only set her back even further. 

We have been attending this school since day 1. There is absolutely no reason for us to change schools since there was supposed to be a school in our area when we purchase the house then when they close that and moved it to the next subdivision we said okay we can manage that and now you want us to go to an 
even further School does not work for us. If we get moved to Saint Stephens my children need to attend the before and after school program which means it's going to take me 15 to 20 minutes extra in the morning just to get to the school and an extra 15 to 20 minutes to get to the highway and I haven't even gone to 
work yet, this is not work life balance this is actually stressing me out. I know people that live next to the school that in case of an emergency they can be at the school in less than one minute. 

The alternative school that was supposed to be in place to facilitate the over spill was canceled but to give more basis to my defense, this was not my doing and was also completely beyond my control. I will go to whatever lengths necessary and continue to contact whomever necessary to keep my child at this school 
as I have explained how crucial it is for her emotionally, in addition to her well being, her mental health and most importantly how imperative it is for her developmentally

110 Area B Option 4

Hello Trustees and all those involved in the selection process.  My vote for option 4 is the most reasonable one that can meet the needs of the community with the least disruption to families and children.  This would restore the boundaries similar to what was back in 2018 and provide some relief.  While it is 
unfortunate that the kids in Area C have to move, the reality is they should not have been allowed to attend Pope Francis knowing what we know today.  We attended the 2018 boundary meeting and I was against the change and my feedback to the trustee was to leave it the same for now.  This 2018 boundary review 
was launched with the “intent” of allowing those in Area C to attend Pope Francis and driven by a few families in that area and the former trustee.  I do not believe it is a good idea to point fingers at anyone or continue to harp on the past but we can make a past wrong decision right.  Adam did mention in the meeting 
(42 min mark) there was a staff report that highlighted a larger boundary would result in future pressures, which would be monitored and reviewed as necessary.  Since the review of 2018, the enrolment at the school has exceeded expectations between 20 – 30% higher than forecasted at the time.  Even with this, it 
would still be necessary to do this 2022 Boundary review.  So let's LOOK FORWARD with the BEST SOLUTION and choose option 4.

Kids in area C are already taking a bus to Pope Francis and redirecting to St Stephen’s would not be much of a difference.  We live in Area B and we do not use the bus service.  It’s actually much faster to place the children in the car and quickly drop them off at Pope Francis.  This is what a number of parents in area 
B do, and moving the 160 kids to another school would disrupt many families in so many ways.  

I believe the daycare centre is an integral part of the school and community and should stay.  They are fantastic.  If a retail centre opens down the way, then maybe we could have them relocate there as an option and then renovate the daycare to accommodate more room.  

I can understand the pressure this group is in and I believe you will make the right decision in choosing option 4.  

Options 2 and 3 should be eliminated completely. 

 Thanks kindly for your hard work and all the effort you are putting in for our community. 

111 Area A Option 2

We bought the house when we knew there was a Catholic school in front. I think the school was build for primarily this subdivision (impressions). I don’t want my 2 year old (we live across the street) to go on a bus when she goes in to JK in 2023. 
I also think the cost or portables is money wasted since it could go to making the existing schools better, no parent wants their kid in a portable - it’s not ideal- and it’s also taking space from the football field, also not good. 

Families living outside the subdivision should be the ones relocating since their kids take the bus or get dropped off at the present time (they can’t walk to school) 

The less the kids per class the better the education for my child as well it’s better for YCDSB to distribute the taxes evenly through the other schools. The kids get the benefit of more personalized education instead of a school that is over jammed, crowded/ teachers to their limit. 

It’s unfortunate that we are so many and I’m sure parents will be angry, but some decision has to be made. 

Thank you,

112 Area A Option 2 The school is already overcrowded and students shouldn’t receive classes in portables. Specifically when there are other schools in the area under capacity!
113 Area B Option 4
114 Area A Option 4 Do not move kids on the other side of the track. 

115 Area A Option 2
Families have invested time and money into Area A with the intention of having this school conveniently located for them. We are furthest away from the alternative schools and would cost more time and money to transport us there. This option allows for the least amount of additional costs and allows a safer 
environment for the students (more yard space, children/teachers using the restroom, emergencies that can occur within a portable, etc.). In addition, any students currently attending Pope Francis without a baptismal certificate should be relocated to make room for students that have been baptized. 

116 Area B Option 1

Thank you for allowing us parents to express our concerns about this difficult decision.  I ask you please to decide for Option 1 or 5. To keep the current students you already have in the great community of Pope Francis.

My kid is in 3rd grade and she has been at Pope Francis since she started JK. Like every kid at Pope Francis, she has developed amazing friendships and loves all her teachers. She loves her school and is so proud to be part of this amazing community.

Moving the kids to a different school will greatly affect and create a big impact to our kids mental health after all they have already gone through since the pandemic started.

Our kids have been together Since day 1 and have created strong and beautiful friendships at the amazing community of Pope Francis..... these friendships and going to their teachers and friends at Pope Francis is what keeps them going, what gives them HOPE and what they look forward to every day in the midst of 
this pandemic.  

They have already gone through a lot and they have gotten through this all together. 
Please do not take this away from them and decide to keep them together 

Thank you 

117 St. Andrew CES Option 2

I don't feel like St. Andrew has been given enough credit for all our school as to offer as we can accommodate a much larger group then what has been given under these 5 options. Only 2 options include St. Andrew school and I feel that our school community has much more to offer.  Our school has been without 
portables for a very long time which would mean any students coming in from Pope Francis would be able to be inside the school in one of our 6 empty classrooms and not in  portables that have not been used in years.  Our school has recently been painted including a brand new gym a very peaceful and beautiful 
space in a our new chapel. We have a very large school yard that will undergo new paving this coming year and approximately 7 teachers that have been there since it opening 2001.
We have the Tammy Breda park located next to the school is named after a teacher who passed away.  We also have a an amazing friendship garden located in our school yard named after Julia Riccobene who was a student in our school and passed away. 

It seems St. Andrew has been underestimated with all we have to offer.  As parents and teachers we feel very upset that we have been so underestimated and left out. We would gladly welcome additional students from Pope Francis to join our school community and be part of a wonderful school.
118 St. Andrew CES Option 2

119 Area B Option 4
Option 4, 1, 5 in order of preference. The communities in A and B were constructed during the same time, and the families and children are closer knit than you may be aware. Separating A and B is not a good option as a sense of community is very important during these times. Please remove Options 2 and 3 in 
consideration of the mental health of our children. They are our future.
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120 St. Andrew CES Option 3

Parents must take into consideration their children's safety while at school. Adding more portables to the ones that are already on the existing property at Pope Francis will become a serious safety issue. A clear sightline of students will be obstructed by the portables and therefore student safety will become a serious 
issue. With so many students enrolled at the school it's almost impossible to have all students outside for recess at one time.  Sure,  you may think of having half the school outside at one time.  Please take into consideration that some of these students are in spilt grades and look forward to seeing friends from 
another class when it is recess.  Parents can not be guaranteed their child will have the opportunity to spend their recess with their friends.  Recess is a time where students can run , be  active  and a time where they can use their energy. Students will not have the room to do what they love to do. We need to 
remember there are other schools in the community that can welcome families and students with no additional changes to the school structure . Let existing schools be of help, let the boundaries change and extend our communities.  

121 Area B Option 4
My family and I moved to the Pope Francis community in 2021, and enrolled our son at PF to start grade 1. He is doing very well however had some adjustment issues as he was new to the school in September.   He is an amazing child, however due to Covid restrictions he has undergone some anxiety issues. He has 
worked so hard to deal with the issues and we are extremely upset that he may have to deal with them again should he have to move yet again. When we moved to  the area we chose this community because of the ranking of PF and I am very sad to hear that we may have to move. This is very frustrating and I truly 
hope that a solution is made available which will not affect my child and others who are a 2 minute drive from the school. Seems very foolish to move these children further away when they are so close to PF. Thank you for your time. 

122 Area A Option 2
I feel that the school is so overpopulated that this cannot be sustained.  There are way too many students for the teachers and staff to manage.  I don’t see how they can possibly be supervising all those kids during the recess and lunch hour properly. There needs to be a change to reduce the amount of students at the 
school.  It is not safe.  I also feel that adding more portables will just add to the existing problem, not fix it.  The traffic during the drop off and pick up times is ridiculous.  We live a 10 minute walk from the school, but when the weather is extremely cold, or it is raining I choose to drive to pick my children up.  If I do not 
leave my house by 3:10p.m. to pick them up, I will not find a parking spot on the street….they are dismissed at 3:35p.m. That is so much of my time wasted just sitting in the car waiting to pick up my kids, but I have no choice.  This year so far has been the worst with regards to traffic and parking spaces.

123 Area A Option 4
To be honest I find it extremely hard to choose from the above... we have many friends that live in Area B and some of my children's closest friends live in that area as well... so of course we do not want to see them go.  My children would be devastated.  At the same time, the school needs a change - there are too 
many students, not enough supervision, and of course no one wants to take away play space to accommodate portables, not to mention the traffic in the area in the morning and in the afternoon is just terrible.  The choices are hard.  I'd like to see Area B stay at Pope Francis, but would also like the school population to 
be leaner.  Can we have both?

124 Area C Option 1

Our Area C was accepted into the PF boundary in 2018.  Our house is directly in front of the school on the north side of Nashville, just outside of Area A.  My son has been a member of the PF school community and family since Sept 2019. My older child's home school is also PF however, she was admitted into the 
PACE program and has attended the host school (SGG) since 2019. My son has set his roots at PF; he loves his teachers and the many friends that he has made during his 3 years of attendance.  These children have experienced many challenges during the pandemic with online learning, lockdowns, and the 
unknowns of what the pandemic will bring next.  The one thing that has been a constant for our children is that they have a home base where they can return to every day to see their friends, teachers they love, familiar surroundings and a place to feel safe; their school.  To now back step from the 2018 boundary 
expansion and uproot these children to a new school is too much for them to have to endure.  The new public school is scheduled to be ready in 2023/24 and will be feeding from the exact areas that PF now educates.  The flow of kids that shift from PF into the new public school is unknown, however, it is highly likely 
that PF has been used as a holding place for some families until the new public school is ready.  With that being said, it only makes sense to stop the uprooting of several areas children to schools that are older and further away until the new school is ready and the real shift occurs as the overcrowding of PF may only 
be a temporary issue.  Until that time, a hold could be placed on allowing any new/future students from enrolling into PF or allowing only the siblings of existing PF children to enroll.  An integration of the options #1 and #5 could be used to keep existing students from being uprooted while managing new enrollments. As 
a parent of a child that has gone through enough disruption in school and society, I am disheartened by the lack of consideration for the children that make up the PF family and am greatly against any option that relocates any of the existing children from their HOME school.  This option to relocate would be detrimental 
to the children's mental health and their overall best interest.  Please reconsider relocating any of the existing children to unfamiliar schools and take care of our children and your school's family.

125 Area B Option 1
I moved to this area to be close to my sister (she lives in area A). She has 2 children and I have 3. We are both working moms and didn’t want to pay for child care (before and after school program). In moving to this area we share the drop offs and pick ups for our children. If my children were forced to move schools I 
would not be able to rely on my sister, and her on me, and in turn forced to pay for child care before and after school hours. 3 children in before and after school program fees were not in my budget. My youngest is also at the daycare at Pope Francis, and my hope was for her to attend school and make the transition 
easy. I understand the safety concern here, but this decision doesn’t just affect my family, but also my sister’s. I’m feeling really anxious about this boundary review, I wasn’t expecting this when I moved to a house with a school minutes away. 

126 Area A Option 3

Thank you for the detailed presentation this week. I believe that the children within Area A should have priority over others. I have lived in the Area since 2016 and purchased knowing that my future children would have a catholic school to attend in walking distance. My son has registered for JK starting this September. 
We do not have any children in the school currently, however he does attend Pope Francis Childcare Center and will have a spot there for before and after care (which we require). It would be super unfortunate if he was not able to attend the school because of a CAP placed by option 5. The school is within walking 
distance from our home and the thought of him having to be bused out of the area is absurd. I believe option 3 is the best as it would alleviate a lot of the traffic in the morning with kids driving and busing in from other areas. It is also the most cost effective with not having to purchase a large amount of additional 
portables. I understand it will be hard to move kids currently in the school (on them and the parents) but it does make more sense for the closest kids to be able to attend the school within their own subdivision. Option 4 is also a good option as the children on the other side of the tracks could also attend. However, this 
does require the investment of more portables which will also take up a good amount of their play yard. Thank you again and I hope my son will be able to attend come September :)

127 Area A Option 2

128 St. Andrew CES Option 2
It doesn’t make any sense to me why a 35 year old school would be given preference when St Andrew is relatively new and has 5 empty classrooms. The school is within walking distance to our home and has exceptional daycare options. Closing this school down would very negatively impact all of the kids in this area 
and I am vehemently opposed to that possibility. Proper reasoning has not been provided for why San Marco and St. Stephen are being given preference here, so something is definitely off.

129 St. Andrew CES Option 2 St. Andrew is a newly renovated school with a high population. There is no reason why it should be closed. It is able to easily accommodate the children who are at Pope Francis.
130 St. Andrew CES Option 2 The school has been updated and has plenty of space to accommodate new students. New gym, new p.a system and empty classrooms. 

131 St. Andrew CES Option 2
We live two blocks away from this great school and staff. My child is in Kindergarten and I would like her to continue all grades here until she graduates. It is relatively NEW school with great spaces, classrooms, simply everything an Elementary School needs or should have for a great learning environment for our 
kids. 
New school should not be debatable for closing.  Please keep our beautiful school open. Thank you

132 St. Andrew CES Option 2
133 St. Andrew CES Option 2

134 St. Andrew CES Option 2
This is a new school with recent renovations completed.  It is in an ideal location and has some amazing teachers/staff.

135 St. Andrew CES Option 2
136 St. Andrew CES Option 2 St. Andrews is a wonderful school community with amazing  teachers and staff. Part of the reward I purchased my home here was to have my children attend this school. Closing St. Andrews would be a disservice to Sonoma Heights. Please do not close our beloved school. Thank you. 
137 St. Andrew CES Option 2
138 St. Andrew CES Option 2
139 St. Andrew CES Option 2 It's terrible to think you would consider closing St Andrew, an amazing school that is needed in Sonoma Heights. This will be very impactful to all children in this community and I will be vocal with my support to have it remain open 
140 St. Andrew CES Option 2

141 St. Andrew CES Option 2
Our beautiful school community (St Andrew's) has been like no other.  The school has bonded so many together through tragedy and world events.  The teachers and administrators have been incredibly loving and supportive during regular and difficult times.  St. Andrew's is a school that should be valued and 
recognized and not discarded.  We as a parent community will not support any decision that requires our beloved school being eliminated.  Believe me when I say you will have a fight on your hands.

142 St. Andrew CES Option 2
143 St. Andrew CES Option 2 I have so much to say I really hope you seriously consider not shutting down at Andrew school where my kids and adult nieces went. It is a strong community and I want to be able to speak on the issue should that arise thank you. A concerned mom. 
144 St. Andrew CES Option 2
145 St. Andrew CES Option 2
146 St. Andrew CES Option 2

147 St. Andrew CES Option 2

St. Andrew is more than just a physical building to me and many others. I am a St. Andrew graduate myself (2003) and was elated when my husband and I purchased our first home within the St. Andrew's boundaries so I could send my children there. I am a very, very close family friend with the Riccobene family. My 
mother has been neighbour's with them for over 20 years. I knew Julia Riccobene personally. I know she was a student at St. Andrew's and was known by all staff and students. I attended the assemblies with Julia's family that the staff and students at St. Andrew had to honour Julia. I still to this day remember just how 
amazing the students behaved during those assemblies and how much respect was shown to the family. I know that Mary Riccobene wanted the Friendship garden in the school yard to be a place for students to gather when they felt like they needed a friend. Julia was the ultimate friend. We also have the park that 
honours the late Mrs. Tammy Breda or as I remember her, Ms. Lynch. She was my brother's 4th grade teacher from September-November 2003. The sense of community and love was felt throughout both of these tragedies. Not only does this amazing staff come together to honour their own students and staff,  but 
when I lost my own father in 2012 my family and I were touched by the amount of St. Andrew staff who showed up to pay their respects even though my siblings and I had already graduated from there years prior. Staff such as Ms. Ianiero, Mr. Egizi, Ms. Dente, Ms. Ventrici, Ms. Prudant & Ms. Recchia are just a few of 
the staff members my siblings and I remember fondly from our days at St. Andrew's and now my own son and niece & nephews have the opportunity to be in the presence of such wonderful educators who truly care about the students.  To close the building in the future would be extremely hard to see. So many 
memories have been created there and they are memories that I wish to hold on to for a lot longer. I want to tell my children about Julia when they play in the yard and question the bench. I want to tell them what I remember about Mrs. Breda and how it affected my own brother that year who was a student of hers when 
she passed. I want them to know that their grandfather who they never met knew some of the teachers in the building and walked those halls many times to concerts, graduations and curriculum and parent teacher interviews. To many of these parents who have children who attend St. Andrew's it may be a school that 
is close to home but to me, my family & family friends it means so much more. 

148 St. Andrew CES Option 2

I’m very disappointed to hear this news. St. Andrew is a wonderful school with many newer amenities to serve our community. When you think of a community who comes together. St Andrew screams that!  My son recently got diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes and if it weren’t for MR. Grossi and the wonderful staff at 
st. Andrew I don’t think I would feel at ease sending him to school. They have gone above and beyond in the care of my son. 
The school is clean, freshly painted and is welcoming. There are so many great projects that have have made St. Andrews the wonderful school  that it is. From the friendship garden in memory of Julia Riccobene, the Tammy Breda park in memory of one of  our very own teachers and a beautiful chapel to mention a 
few. 
Our school and  CSC is dedicated to following the board initiatives. We have purchased over 200 chrome books and ms. Evangelista our librarian is a pillar in our tech department. Our school is home toAmong Us before and afterschool with an amazing leader Franca Ventrici. Our schoolyard is divided with a safe 
place for the littles, and a large  play ground for our kids and we have access to the soccer field for tournaments. 
Our school is truly amazing and underestimated. We are all better together and our community is a lucky to have St. Andrew school and staff working so hard for our kids. 

149 Area A Option 1 My sister and I share child care before and after school and if you change these boundaries I will be forced to pay money that I do not have for child care before and after school. With so few students from other areas it would be unfair to make them move schools and have to incur additional child care costs. 

150 St. Andrew CES Option 2
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151 St. Andrew CES Option 2
Why is there a need to move my child  to a school much farther away than currently walking distance.  Why would the school board condense schools and then pack more students in school and classrooms??Then the other school will be over crowded with more students???? Does not make logical sense. Totally 
against this.  Removing the children from st Andrew's and this neighbourhood and making them go to a school further away and squeezing them in over crowded classrooms and schools is not the answer and not the right thing to do

152 St. Andrew CES Option 2 None at this time.
153 St. Andrew CES Option 2
154 St. Andrew CES Option 2 I would like an opportunity to speak prior to any decisions in regards to the closing of schools. 
155 St. Andrew CES Option 2
156 St. Andrew CES Option 2
157 St. Andrew CES Option 2
158 St. Andrew CES No Preference St Andrew is a great school with great teachers and great students. It has capacity and should be considered over St Stephen and St Padre Pio (these 2 schools are in close proximity of each other!.
159 St. Andrew CES Option 2
160 St. Andrew CES Option 2
161 St. Andrew CES Option 3

162 Area B Option 4
I believe Option 4 is the least disruptive to the children and their families.  Area A and B have attended Pope Francis since the opening and these families and children should remain at this beautiful school.  Let's ensure the children's well being, mental health and education is put first before any political agenda.  Our 
kids have suffered a lot through this pandemic.  Removing them from their existing school environment and placing them in a new school will impact their mental health further. 

163 St. Andrew CES Option 2

164 St. Andrew CES Option 2

St. Andrew is more than just a physical building, it is a second home for my 3 children.  My children in grades 2, 4 and 6 absolutely love going to St. Andrew.  It has such a welcoming community-teachers, staff, students, parent volunteers all make this school a wonderful place to be.  The friendship garden in memory 
of Julia Riccobene, the Tammy Breda Park in memory of one of our very own teachers, a new chapel and amazing renovated library are just a few of the reasons why St. Andrew should be receiving students from Pope Francis. My children have been going to St. Andrew from the beginning of their educational 
years.  The kindergarten area is such a nice space, allowing students to explore while keeping them safe.  The field beside our school offers such great opportunities for physical education. I had the opportunity to watch my daughter during one of the cross country practices on that field.  I only wish my elementary 
school had that space available for sporting events.  St. Andrew has a lot to offer but most of all, it has heart.  Any student would be lucky to come to our great school!

165 Area A Option 4
No child that lives in Area A should need to get on a bus, drive by a school within walking distance from their home just so a child from another area km’s away can attend Pope Frances.  AREA A MUST HAVE PRIORITY AT POPE FRANCIS, REGARDLESS IF THEY HAVE A SIBLING OR NOT THAT ATTENDS. 
Area A students must not be subject to a cap only to allow children from other areas to attend.  They already need to get on a bus, send them to a different school. My child is a member of this community, his friends are in this community and attend Pope Francis. My childs mental health should not be jeopardized by 
having  him attend a school where he does not know anyone outside of his community while he watches his friends in the school yard as he drives by. AREA A MUST HAVE PRIORITY AT POPE FRANCIS, REGARDLESS IF THEY HAVE A SIBLING OR NOT THAT ATTENDS.

166 Area A Option 4
As a growing community of young families, the boundaries for Pope Francis should have been kept within area A  and possibly B as the enrolments would have reached capacity. The fact that students in this area could potentially  be bused to another school and students who live further get bused into this area to 
attend Pope Francis is not reasonable. There needs to be first consideration for families who contribute taxes and are part of the community to have their child attend Pope Francis. 

167 Area A Option 4
No child from Area A should be subjected to having to be bused to another school other than Pope Francis.  It is in the best interest of a child’s mental and emotional health to attend a school in their neighborhood with their friends.  Your home and community it where you feel safe.

168 Area A Option 4 Children of Area A must be prioritized to attend Pope Francis over any other area. It is not just to have them shipped to other schools for the benefit of a student many kilometres away.
169 Area A Option 4 Pope Francis should only be for Area A and Area B. 
170 Area A Option 4 Option 5 is disasterous to Area A and the children of this community.
171 St. Andrew CES Option 2 New school, better bigger classes, amazing teachers and atmosphere!!!
172 Area A Option 4 Pope Francis belongs to our community.  Area A takes priority over any area. No caps for Area A 
173 St. Andrew CES Option 3

174 Area A Option 4 The children of Area A have a beautiful school in their community and must not be shipped to a school outside Area A. It is in the best interest of their mental health and social growth to be with their friends amd their familiar community and not bused to distant schools to accommodate children that live far away.

175 Area A Option 4 No caps for Area A children.  We are tax payers of this community and my children deserve to stay close to home with their friends.
176 Area A Option 2 Option 5 is no good for Area A.  You will ruin this community if you do option 5. I am a tax payer and support the catholic school. If option 5 is chosen I will no longer support the catholic school.
177 Area A Option 4 NO CAPS!!!! Area A only for Pope Francis 
178 Area A Option 4 Let the other communities build their own schools. Pope Francis belongs to the families of Area A. The school was build for our subdivision, not someone at Kirby and pine valley.  
179 Area A Option 4 Let the children outside of Area A go back to their neighbourhoods.  Area A should only be at Pope Francis.  
180 Area A Option 4 How can you kick kids of Area A out of their own school and shop them like cattle to a school where they don’t belong. Option 5 is the worst idea I have ever seen 
181 Area A Option 4 What genius came up with option 5? I’d like to see if you would be ok with having your child that live 2 minutes from their community school and ship them on a bus to a school they don’t belong in.  That is heartless.  
182 Area A Option 4 A child belongs in their community, not half way across Vaughan because you want to accommodate someone from an outside area.  OPTION 5 IS NOT EVEN AN OPTION!! WAKE UP!!!

183 Area B Option 5 Please seriously consider the well being of the children who you are considering to remove from their school.  The relationships that they have built with friends and staff members at Pope Francis CES, are one of a few things that have remained consistent for these children during the past two years of the Pandemic. 

184 St. Andrew CES Option 2
185 St. Andrew CES Option 2
186 Area A Option 4 Option 5 is a terrible idea.  Pope Francis belongs to the families of Impressions.
187 Area A Option 4 My child can see Pope Francis from their room.  How do you think it’s a good idea to bus them kilometres away for no reason??? Would you do that to your child? 
188 Area A Option 4 The well-being of the children of Area A must be Pope Francis’ main priority.  Keep Pope Francis for Area A only!!! 
189 Area A Option 4 How can anyone choose option5? It’s immoral and would be very bad for the mental health of the children of Area A
190 Area A Option 4 Keep Area A children where they belong, this is our school. Area B and C can build their own school. 
191 St. Andrew CES No Preference
192 Area A Option 4 No caps for Area A.  Option 5 is the furthest thing from what’s right and just. 
193 Area B Option 4 Option 5 is a disgrace to Area A and B
194 Area B Option 4 Option 5 is the unthinkable. It will destroy Area A and B
195 Area A Option 4 How inhuman can you get than to ship a child a block away from a school to somewhere they don’t know with a community they don’t know.  You will destroy their mental health and well-being.  Option 5 is inhuman!!!
196 Area C Option 4 Area c is too far and kids should not be attending Pope Francis.  It should be for Area A only. Option 5 is a tragedy for the immediate children of the area.
197 Area A Option 4 You want to try and say you would rather bus my child that lives across the street from the school to a school outside of our subdivision.  I don’t think so!!!! Option 5 is cruel and would demoralize a child of Area A.  

198 Area B Option 4
We are strongly urging the Board to allow the boundaries to continue allowing our children to attend Pope Francis.  We have been a part of this school community since 2017 and will be completely crushed if we have to be removed from this community that we've built all together.  Please think about all the children 
and families and keep the Pope Francis students in Area B and A together.  Thank you.

199 St. Andrew CES Option 2
200 St. Andrew CES Option 2

201 St. Andrew CES Option 2

St. Andrew has been in this community since 2001.  When we moved in the area in 2014, our neighbours had nothing but the best comments and feedback to give us,  We knew that when we had kids there would be no doubt that we would let them attend St. Andrew.  Our daughter started St.Andrew in 2019.  Since 
day one, the school, the teachers and the admin staff have been nothing but fantastic, welcoming and supportive.  
Since Mr. Grossi has come into the school, we have freshly painted our school, we have purchased 200 chrome books for students to use, we added a beautiful chapel for teachers and students, we added some great new teachers to the school, our park just next to us is dedicated to one of the fine teachers that 
worked at St. Andrew and our memorial garden for a student that we tragically lost a few years back.  We are going to be repaving our school yard- which is amazing!! St. Andrew is truly an amazing school and we have the best supportive teachers and parent community.  St.Andrew staff working so hard for our little 
ones.  My other son is to start JK in 2024 and can’t wait for him to start his educational path at St. Andrew!!!

202 St. Andrew CES Option 2
St. Andrew is a wonderful school community.  We have so much to offer children. The teaching staff are amazing. St. Andrew belongs to the wonderful parish of St. Padre Pio Church. The church community began at St. Andrew where it was held for over 10 years before the parish was even built. The students from 
Pope Paul would continue to be a part of the parish community. Whereas, San Marco is an older school in an older community that belongs to St. Peter's Parish.  The children would not all belong to the same church community. St. I believe St. Andrew and St. Stephen would be the best schools to welcome new 
students from Pope Paul.

203 St. Andrew CES Option 2
204 St. Andrew CES Option 2 I previously submitted an incorrect response, please use this response as my final decision. Thank you! 
205 St. Andrew CES Option 2 Would like to see existing resources and schools leveraged as much as possible.  Cost balancing
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206 Area A Option 3

Our community has already been impacted by construction and we are dealing with construction trailers and piles of dirt that are a big eye sore for those coming in. Now to add almost 15-20 portables to the school seems absurd. It's basically building an additional school to the existing school highlighting the errors that 
were made years ago during planning. Adding that amount of portables will significantly reduce the childrens play space and especially during times of Covid/etc. it’s important there be enough space for the children to play. Further I really don’t feel comfortable having my kids in a portable day in and day out for several 
years. I don’t believe they are the most comfortable setting, likely impacted by weather and no washroom facilities. There’s clearly overcrowding at the school and keeping Area B with Area A just doesn’t seem right. Area A has generally more affordable housing and we keep seeing younger families move into the area 
who will require schooling. The projections could easily be off and we could be running into these issues once again down the road. The school should service the immediate area it has been built around - Area A. Area B is not in walking distance anyways so those children would likely require bus services to begin with. 
Option 5 also doesn’t feel right that even if you are in Area A that there’s a cap and you wouldn’t be able to attend the school. 

We need the least amount of portables. 

207 St. Andrew CES Option 3

As Co-chair of St. Andrew CSC for over 11 years, I believe that St. Andrews school has been underestimated in this proposal and would like to be heard as a voice representing our incredible school and all it has to offer.  We would hate the thought of our school for re-development purposes in the next 8-10 years.

St. Andrews is only mentioned in “Options 2 & 3” and during the presentation our schools was not given the credit our school deserves.

If we were to welcome new students to St. Andrew they would be placed in one of our 6 empty classrooms not portables that have not been used in 4 years.  We also have a freshly painted school with a brand new gymnasium including a stage and audio and lighting equipment which has and will be used for school 
events. Our school has been kept in the most cleanest conditions.  We have a large schoolyard that will be freshly paved by this summer and a beautiful kindergarten pod for our youngest and newest students.  We just recently added a Chapel to our school and it offers so much peace and quiet time for students and 
staff to teach or for some alone time while they pray. We have nearly seven teachers that have been at St. Andrew since it opened its doors in 2001 including a remarkable administrator who is welcoming and warm with our students. We also have a before & afterschool program like no other with a incredible individual 
running it who has been with St. Andrews for many years, she is also an educator in our school and her own children attend the school a few years back.  We have a state of the art, fresh new renovated library where children can collaborate and work together at designated interactive tables.  As well, CSC has 
purchased nearly 200 Chromebook through fundraising events for our students to use and have in each classroom.  We also have hot lunch available to students 2 times a week that provide a variety of options for our students.

 We have a beautiful park and soccer field located next to the school that is named after a women by the name of Tammy Breda who passed away. She was a lovely, kind, and special teacher at St. Andrew.  We are also very proud of something with a lot of meaning to our school. We have an beautiful “friendship 
garden” in the back of our school where students can go to find peace and use as a space to sit with friends share memories and stories.  This friendship garden was created in memory of one of our students, Julia Riccobene who passed away suddenly in 2018.  She was a beautiful, energetic, well rounded young 
student who has left an everlasting presence at our school.

The CSC at our school plays an interactive role in our school by hosting many social and parent engaging events throughout the year.  We also contribute to Sacraments received by students.  Many of the CSC members have been apart of the council for well over 5 years and some for over 10 years whom bring a 
variety of skills and knowledge.  We work along side the Principal, Administrators and Teaching staff in a supporting, collaborative and positive manner to assist in providing a productive an successful school year. 

We would welcome the opportunity to have students from Pope Francis join our school and be part of something very special.  Thank you for your time in reading these comments.

208 St. Andrew CES Option 2 It would be terrible fir this community to shut down St. Andrew
209 St. Andrew CES Option 2 St Andrew school has an abundance of space that is not being utilized. Rather then placing children in a potable the right decision would be to place them in a classroom at St Andrew School. 

210 Area A Option 4
As a parent, and part of this community it amazes me to see the options that have been put forward... especially options 2 & 3.  Our children have been through enough over the past few years and now some risk not being able to return in Sept 2022.  Those that are lucky to remain at the school will lose their friends.  
Anxiety and mental health is through the roof, but doesnt look like the board cares about this. The decisions that the board made in 2018 have put us in this position and will now have significant impact on our community.  Our kids are not numbers, its time we put them first.  Let Area A and B STAY!

211 Area A Option 3
I think Option 2 or 3 are best with the following suggestion: that the implementation of Options 2 or 3 be done so that all who currently attend Pope Francis be allowed to remain if they so wish and grandfathered out over time. This way no one would be separated from their friends and school population would decline 
gradually over the next 5-7 years 

212 Area A Option 4

February 6, 2022

Re:  Pope Francis Boundary Review

The following outlines why options 1, 2, 3 and 5 of the current boundary review affecting Pope Francis CES are not viable options and should be removed from consideration. These options are against the best interest of the families and students of Pope Francis and the overall community and would cause sever and 
detrimental impact to all those involved. 

To begin, while it has been expressed to the community that that is happening now because of the current situation and pressures at Pope Francis, it should be noted that this is in fact not the case! To state that is simply wrong and a clear misrepresentation! It is evident and obvious that this boundary review is 
occurring now as part of the Board’s LTAP plan and was always planned and intended to occur now: 

 1.The LTAP plan clearly states at page 8, 32, 33 and 58 that the objective of the plan is that boundary changes will occur in 2021/2022 for the schools identified in the plan, specifically Pope Francis, St. Stephan and St. Andrew. 

 2.Moreover, the Board’s communication to parents on January 25, 2022, expressly stated “as identified in the Board’s Long Term Accommodation Plan, the Board has initiated a Boundary Review for Pope Francis CES”. 

 3.Finally, at the Public Meeting held on February 1, 2022, it was acknowledged that this was in fact occurring in accordance with the LTAP plan. 

Additionally, while the LTAP plan may have very well been a justified reasonable plan for all the schools in the affected areas at the time it was made, by the Board accepting to review the boundaries, and then expanding the boundaries in 2018, they deviated from their own plan, and as a result caused a detrimental 
increase to the enrolment pressures at Pope Francis CES.  Now the Board is asking families to comprise their lives to satisfy the Board’s initiative. This is evidenced by the fact that: 

 1.When asked why the review happened in 2018, the Committee clearly stated on February 1, 2022, that the review occurred as a result of a request from families in the area to which the boundaries were expanded to (identified in these options as area C). 

 2.The LTAP plan clearly stated at the chart set out at page 33 that no review was going to happen in 2018. As a result, the Board ought not to have done the boundary review in 2018. That review was premature and unjustified. 

So where does this leave us now? 

 1.It is obvious that Pope Francis is experiencing enrolment and capacity pressures, including traffic and health and safety concerns. 

 2.The Board, and the Committee, is faced with having to balance the capital and financial inserts of the Board expressly set out in the LTAP (and clearly mentioned at the Public Forum on February 1, 2022) with the interests of the families in the affected areas, to find a viable solution. 

Unfortunately, to that regard, what seems to be very clear by the LTAP and the discussions on February 1, 2022, the Board’s capital and financial concerns and interests are weighed significantly heavier than those of the communities involved. Sadly, the scale is tipped far more in favor of the Board’s monetary 
interests than the best interests of the families involved. There is no denying, that the focus here really is a cost saving analysis as identified and promised by the Board’s current LTAP plan. 

This is clearly identified by the following:
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213 St. Andrew CES Option 2

After watching the information session and reviewing the boundary study, it came as quite a surprise that there was no mention of the six empty classrooms not portables that haven't been used in four years at St. Andrew CES.  Why was this valid information not included?  Why wouldn't the board want to utilize the 
space and resources as one of their very first options.  This leads into another important point.  There was a question asked about the relatively small student population and growth prospects for Area C. The question was, "Is there a reason that all plans outside options 1 and 5 have students being rerouted to other 
schools?" The answer given was that there was no particular reason and that the five options are intended to identify a marriott of possibilities that are available for consideration.  Options 1 and 5 do not include St. Andrew CES at all.  Why is this?  Another question/comment was "Option 5 seems to the most fair to 
existing families and students and is inclusive to all neighbourhoods - areas a, b and c.  Is this the preferred option of the board, if not which one is?"  How is this fair and inclusive to all neighbourhoods?  Option 5 does not include St. Andrew CES.  What is the reason why our school was not included?  I find this very 
disappointing that St. Andrew CES has been underestimated in this proposal.   As mentioned in my comments above, there are six empty classrooms not portables that haven't been used in four years.  The school is freshly painted and has a brand new gymnasium including a stage with audio and lighting equipment 
which is used for school events.  The school is kept in the cleanest condition.  We have a large schoolyard that is going to be paved this summer.  There is also a designated area that is enclosed specifically for JKs and SKs.  A chapel has been recently added to our school.  The chapel provides peace and tranquility 
to staff and students and gives them the opportunity to teach and provide some alone time to pray.  There is also a wonderful before and after school program at St. Andrew's CES that is administered by a great individual who is also an educator at the school.  Also, there is a a newly renovated library where students 
can work together at designated interactive tables. 
Through fundraising events, the CSC has purchased almost 200 chromebooks for students to use in each classroom. These are just a few of the benefits our school has to offer.  We would welcome the opportunity to have students from Pope Francis join our school and be a part of this very special community.

214 St. Andrew CES Option 3
215 St. Andrew CES Option 3

216 Area C Option 5

The decision to review boundaries at this time after a pandemic when the mental health of children should be at the forefront comes very surprising from the board. In addition, having to go through this process yet again in a short amount of time is very upsetting. I reside in Area C which is an area that has mixed 
schooling. A lot of our neighbours either attend the public school, private schools, PFS or Our Lady of Fatima (for those that were grandfathered from the previous review). At this time our busing in our one way boulevard loop in the morning, is already a traffic concern since there exists so many buses to service all the 
different students going to the various schools. As well, our children first attended the Kleinburg public School as it was the closest school to our home. With medical concerns of our children we needed them to be close to our house. Therefore, the only reason we changed to PFS is because it was the only catholic 
school close to our house. We have resided in Kleinburg for over 35 years and it just seems ridiculous that we would have to travel the farthest to attend a catholic school. Having to switch to St. Andrew will definitely impact the decision to remain with YCDSB for ourselves and for our neighbours for Area C to either 
attend the public school (if possible) or go private. Our area is demographically not a very young area so the impact of numbers to PFS should not be very high as anticipated. We live in a very mature neighbourhood with few young children. There was no option to consider leaving Area C to PFS and consider the more 
southern schools to the change. From the February 1st Boundary Review presentation, it is clear that we would either choose Option 1 or Option 5. Option 5 is still unclear. If my neighbours from AREA C have a preschool child, will they be able to attend kindergarten in two years at Pope Francis in Option 5? If not, it 
still seems unfair that the residents north of Nashville that has resided in Kleinburg for over 35 years have had to wait for the services of a catholic school closer to their home. Now that one has finally come closer to our area we are being considered to move again. We would like know why Area C has never been 
considered in a grouping on its own. Since the numbers are negligent in comparison to the other Areas, Area C should not even be a factor. An option to group Area A with C was never considered. Our area already shares the bus route with Kleinburg Public, which is already pressed for time. Once the children are 
dropped off at KPS, the bus returns to pick up all the students for PFS in our neighbourhood. When our children do take the bus they occasionally arrive either late to school or late home at the end of the day. We believe that if the bus has to travel to farther distances this is going to cause an even larger delay. This will 
definitely impact our children's learning, but more importantly this is a safety concern for us. Therefore, Option 1 or 5 would be our only best fit, especially since now we cannot move back to the public school since they have capped their enrolment two years ago and our children would have to go to an even farther 
public school. I have to stress that considering the amount of taxes that we have to pay, this is definitely not a suitable service. Our children have been accustomed to going to Pope Francis since 2017 and obviously created many relationships with all staff and students. It is detrimental to their mental health, especially 
at this time, to keep changing institutions. The decision to review boundaries at this time after a pandemic when the mental health of children should be at the forefront, comes very surprising from the Board. We are fortunate enough for our eldest daughter to graduate this year and attend Holy Cross next year. 
However, with another daughter that is entering her graduating year in 2022 and two sons that have developed many friendships to have to change and create new friendships is simply unjust. We trust that you will review the many factors above and beyond numbers that such a decision will impact.

217 St. Andrew CES Option 3

218 Area B Option 5 While I pick option 5 - it is merely not to displace students from the closet school. However, an overpopulated school over 100% capacity cannot be a viable option long term.  Since building a new school isn’t an option. I believe extending the school is the best option. Portables are not viable alternative  as well. 

219 Area B Option 5

Hello,

Thank you for giving the community the opportunity to provide feedback on this important matter. 

I chose option 5 as I believe it’s the best interests for existing students to stay at Pope Francis. The students have formed great relationships with the teachers, staff, and friends over the years.  Continuing going to the same school surrounded by familiar people, environment and their friends provide a sense of 
normalcy for our children given what we have been through the last few years. With the restrictions that have been and continue to be in place, our children do not see friends outside of school, do not participate in extra curricular activities, cannot travel and are limited in social outings. Please do not take away the one 
of the very few constants in our children’s lives. 

In addition, keeping existing students at Pope Francis could also reduce existing bus routes. We currently have the option to take a bus to school (area B) which could be removed as an option for students in this area. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my feedback on this important matter. 

Thank you,

220 Area A Option 5

What a mess that our former School Board and Trustees have created!  This is a problem that the School Board has foreseen back in 2018-19.

I think option 5 is the best as all existing Pope Francis (PF) Students (Area A, B and C) should have the right to stay until their graduations.  These 3 communities have always been seen as one from the beginning of PF boundary and this assumption should continue by placing the CAP to restrict new comers from 
joining PF, but not sending Area B or C to  different schools.  

I fully understand that there is now a capacity issue within PF School and the view from the School Board is that this problem can be resolved via busing some of the students (Area B and / or C) out to St Andrew or St Stephens.  Doing so may also help backfill the shortage issues faced by both St. Andrew or St 
Stephens).  However, I COMPLETELY disagree with this strategy with the following reasons:

1) There are a lot of family and friendship ties among us parents & children among area A & B & C.

2) The model and data clearly have some problems and I highly doubted the accuracy of the projection as shown in the presentation.  If the data and model failed to project what's happening today back in 2018/9, why do we continue to use the model to make new decisions?

3) Unknown population of students who will be moving to the public school (to be commissioned in 2024).  I, too, may consider moving my children to this new school, and the same goes to many parents I have spoken to.  What if one-third of the students are choosing to go to the new public school and this will leave 
PF with some new capacity again to accommodate new growth by 2024.  If so, it will be absolutely ridiculous to bring Area B & C back to PF?  

4) With the existing tie between Area A & B & C, it won't be hard to find a guardian or an address in Area A to keep the children in the affected area in B & C.  While I condemn this act, but working part-time as a real estate agent, I am already having conversations with neighbors that this is may be seen as a lucrative 
way to profit on.  Thanks to the School Board.

5) Our family and children had gone through a lot and many of us may have lost loved ones during this pandemic.  Our children will need ongoing support from our school, community, and School Board, not one that will recommend any option that will separate our family, friendship and communities.  

Based on the above reasons, I am in support of Option 5 as it will grant existing family and students the chance to stay with the school that also refers as their second "HOME".  This is a mistake made by the previous School Board, so the School Board has the responsibility to provide all resources necessary to fix 
this.  This include providing the required portables, hype-filter to keep our children safe.  
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221 Area B Option 4

Upon review of all of the available options, it is clear that option 1 is not viable.  Maintaining the status quo without addressing the significant pressures on Pope Francis would be irresponsible and should be removed from consideration.

Options 2 and 3 are essentially the same option at different schools.  From a board perspective it has the greatest financial impact in terms of monetary savings for the board as the schools in question are under utilized.  However, the options are also the most detrimental and divisive to the community.  It tries to 
correct today at the expense of the children in the community, specifically area B an ill-timed expansion of the boundaries in 2018 to include area C at the behest of a few influential families who coincidentally no longer attend Pope Francis.  It also calls into question the data used in the original boundary review as being 
grossly inaccurate and fundamentally flawed raising serious concerns about the accuracy of the data being used by the board today as part of this boundary review process.   The students in area B have been attending Pope Francis since it’s inception and redirecting just doesn’t make sense.  It uproots the strong 
relationships the students have formed with their classmates and educators going all the way back to 2016.  Given the pandemic and the turbulence and upheaval in our society the past 2 years, our children’s mental health should carry significant weight in the board’s decision making process.  Therefore, it is clear to 
me these options should be removed from consideration. 

Option 4 is my preferred selection.  While I’m not keen on more portables, an additional 2 portable over the course of the next few years is tolerable.  In recognizing that change is required to relieve the pressure on Pope Francis, removing area C is the least impactfully on the community at large.  While I'm 
sympathetic to these families in area C, the reality is these 65 children who form part of area C should’ve been attending Our Lady of Fatima in the first place.  This was the case prior to the boundary review in 2018.  Area C children only started attending Pope Francis in 2019.  It is difficult to understand why the board, 
knowing the tremendous growth slated for the area would opt to not only increase the boundaries, but also construct a daycare that ultimately reduced available classes taking away valuable space from the school.  Consideration should be given to the removal of the daycare as it is a private business operating in a 
public building with a shared revenue arrangement.  The needs of the students outweigh the revenue generated for the school board and would immediately relieve pressure on the school. 

Option 5 tries to appease the entire community, however, it appeases no one as the reality is the long term effects of this decision would be unfair to incoming families in the area.  Imagine that you’re within walking distance of the school, however you’re unable to attend because of a student population cap.  The 
school board suggested that kindergarten would be capped at 90 children with siblings having 1st rights.  What happens to that 91st student if they are a sibling?  Will they be refused enrollment?  Will families have to be split or bused to different schools?  It would be unreasonable and unacceptable should this 
scenario come to fruition and based on the projections presented by the board, this is likely to happen.  Option 5 really satisfies no one in the long term and is really a short term solution.  For this reason, it should be removed from consideration.

To summarize, I, <name omitted> am very strongly in favor of option 4.

222 Area B Option 5

Options 1, 2, 3 should be removed from consideration in this current boundary review.

We have been part of the Pope Francis community since 2017. It is truly disappointing and heartbreaking that my daughter may not be able to graduate next year from her home school with friends she has grown with from Areas A, B and C. 

These options are against the best interest of the families and students of Pope Francis and the overall community. Redirecting Over 225 students who in  most cases, have been enrolled at Pope Francis since its inception from a school they have come to love with teachers and friends would be detrimental. The past 
2 years have been unstable for our children and now they may be faced to having to start over at a new school?  This move especially during a pandemic when these children have suffered greatly would only serve to negatively impact their mental health and their overall education experience.

 It is obvious that Pope Francis is experiencing enrolment and capacity pressures, including traffic and health and safety concerns.  We need to review the options from the best interest of the children and the community, rather than from the financial objectives of the Board.

Option 1: It would be great because it does not impact any families. However,  detrimental in the long term. It does not alleviate and pressure that the school is experiencing and it causes future safety issues, yard issues and the school would be covered in portables. Eliminate option 1.

Options 2 and 3 are essentially mirror images of each other. It it is obvious that these options would be in the best interest of the board.  However, from a community best interest perspective and more importantly the best interests of our children these two are absolutely  the worst options.   Eliminate option 2 and 3.

 Option 4 is   the most reasonable  one that can meet the needs of the community with the least disruption . Area B has been with Pope Francis since its inception, Area C since 2019. Option 4 would restore the boundaries similar to what was back in 2018 and provide some relief.  It is  unfortunate that the kids in Area 
C have to move, the reality is they should not have been allowed to attend Pope Francis in the first place knowing how fast the Kleinburg community especially  (Area A) was growing and expanding. 
         
Option 5: While I don’t think it is fair that families living directly in the vicinity of the school who are yet to be enrolled can possibly not be permitted to attend the school, I don’t think it is fair that the children who attend already (Areas B and C)  should be redirected especially those in junior and intermediate grades when 
the capacity issue really is a primary issue.  

None of the options presented by the board consider the removal of the day care this should be strongly considered. Not only was this built after the school was opened disrupting the students who had to attend school through construction, it took away prime space from the school building and play yard. There was 
poor planning on the daycare given the projected growth of the community.

Removing the day care would free up space so that local kids could attend the school in their backyard.  Giving this property back to the school, would not only allow for more rooms for students, but it would also minimize safety and traffic issues for the school and community.

I believe the option 4 is the most viable for the community overall.  However, I support option 5 as well because I support existing students and their families should have priority to stay.

Option 5 keeps the Pope Francis Community as is now, a community we have come to love and be part of with Area A,  B and C . Area B expected to have a school in their Area-this didn't happen and Pope Francis became our home school. The Board welcomed Area C into our boundaries in 2018 and now are 
coming back to those same families and telling them they may have to be redirected.

With all that is going on in the world today and the pandemic impact on everyone especially our kids, they cannot afford another change -and sincerely hope the Board has the best interests of the children and selects the option that impacts the current students enrolled the least-they need to stay.

Thank you
223 Area B Option 4
224 Area A Option 4 Option 4 makes the most sense. Option 5 is out of the question.
225 Area A Option 4 How can you  cap Area A? It’s upsetting that someone would bus a child out of their subdivision just to have kids from 20 min away come here.  Think about it.
226 Area A Option 4 Option 4 makes the most sense for everyone. 
227 St. Andrew CES Option 2
228 Area A Option 4
229 Area A Option 4
230 Area A Option 4 No cap for Area A
231 Area A Option 4 My kids need to go to Pope Francis 
232 St. Andrew CES Option 2

233 Area B Option 4

As a family who has been living and paying taxes in the City of Vaughan for over 30 years, we are truly disgusted in the York Catholic District School Board and the poor planning that has taken place.  The "planners" employed by the YCDSB were aware that there were two expanding subdivisions next to eachother in 
Kleinburg.  Why wouldn't a second school be built in the area knowing that the area is growing.  This is not OUR problem and I will not be moving my children to another school in a completely different area.  Sonoma Heights is no where near us. How will my kids get there? They are to young to wait at a bus stop by 
themselves and to drive them is completely out of the way. 

 I find it funny that the students who were once living in the area and now have moved to Nobleton continue to be students at the school, as the Superintendant stated in the meeting.  Its actually a joke.  We live across the street from the school and I have to move my children to a different school???? and families who 
have moved to a different city can begin or continue sending their children to the school.  DOES THIS MAKE SENSE??

We will be going to the media with this.  We are disgusted in this school board
234 Area A Option 4 Why on earth would someone choose option 5, it only benefits other areas and discriminates area a
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235 St. Andrew CES Option 2

St. Andrew CES appears to be underestimated in this proposal and not being given the credit the school and the school community deserves.  Some (of the many) key points that St. Andrew has to offer are:
- St Andrew currently has 5+ empty classrooms available (no portables needed)
- a beautiful Chapel has been added to the school shared by both staff and students
- a freshly painted school
- new gymnasium
- large schoolyard
- excellent before and after school program is run at St Andrew
- a beautiful soccer field and park named after a special teacher from St Andrew who tragically passed away
- a recently created friendship garden in the memory of a student from St Andrew who tragically passed away in 2018

Please consider St. Andrew CES.
236 Area A Option 2 The school has become a real state of concern with amount of vehicles entering and leaving the school. Children are at risk of being seriously injured if traffic continues to increase.

237 Area A No Preference
It is difficult to choose an option as I do not prefer any of these options. These children have struggled enough within these last two years. Now, the York Catholic District School Board wants to separate them from their friends and cause more disruption in their lives. I believe there should be more discussion with the 
Pope Francis School community, a community that has not only worked diligently to support their children during these difficult times but many have supported Pope Francis since it's inception. 

238 Area C No Preference

I thank you for this opportunity to provide feedback. We currently live in area c, I have 1 child in grade 1. After hearing about the boundry review I was taken back by the fact that my extremley shy daughter would have to move schools. However after days of thinking about it I do feel it is the logical choice to move area 
B and C because as much of a great school as Pope Francis is it is just way too crowded.My family and I  came to the conclusion that it would be beneficial for our daughter to move to a less crowded school. I did want to just suggest that because there are only 60 kids in area C would it not be ok to send area B and 
C to St Stephens? or could area C have a choice between St. Andrews and St Stephens?
The reason this is a concern to me is because I feel it would be beneficial to keep as many children who are familiar with each other together in the same school. I feel it could be detrimental to their development to separate all the children in so many different schools. I am also familiar with a petition going around and I 
did sign it but I would like to withdraw my name from the petition because I just feel Pope Frances Elementary is just way too crowded.  Thank you for taking the time to read my response. 

239 St. Andrew CES Option 2
St. Andrew is a wonderful school that has many empty classrooms in the building to accommodate students from Pope Francis. It is a well-kept school, with fresh paint and updated library and gym, as well as a large yard for students to play. The teacher's are experienced and excellent educators for my children. I am 
not sure why St. Andrew isn't being considered in more than just 2 options.

240 St. Andrew CES Option 2
241 Area A Option 4 My child’s physical and mental health is crucial to staying with his friends in this community.
242 Area A Option 4 You will not ship my child to another school to benefit someone far from our area.
243 Area A Option 4 Option 5 no good for kids 
244 Area A Option 4

245 Area B Option 4

Please note: this boundary review is affecting families in an extreme way.  
While it is agreed that a change needs to happen, I don’t believe it’s at the expense of our kids. Our children should not suffer and be forced out of a school they love, in the middle of an overwhelmingly stressful pandemic where mental health is a real issue these days for parents and children. The reality is that you are 
playing with the mental health of the children by “redirecting” them without giving families a choice.
This decision will weigh heavily on my family as we have a very close connection to the school and its community. *Requesting to OMIT OPTIONS 2 and 3* I strongly feel and request that option 2 and 3 be removed off the list for potential options which would remove my child from the only school he knows and loves. 
This will have devastating effects.  My son watched the school being built from the ground up when we moved into the area 6 years ago, he watched his sister go to school every day until he was a big boy old enough to attend Kindergarten. My daughter is now in her grade 8 year, and I am only asking for the same 
consideration that you leave all the students who are currently attending to complete their elementary school years here at Pope Francis. It is necessary to remember that relationships have been formed with teachers, principals and more importantly with friends. Impacted or not, all students will have increased anxiety. 
This ask is only fair, since we were one of the founding families when the school first opened.  I have been an advocate of the community and the active Vice Chair and a member on the Catholic School Council since the very beginning.  I have taken part of so many initiatives in the school such as fundraising and hot 
lunch programs and have offered so much of my time whole heartedly to help better the school for the whole community, being in this position is beyond frustrating. Something important to note from my experience in this position, is that many parents in Area B have contributed to the school in a significant financial way 
since the beginning (through fundraising, generous donations, hot lunch programs, etc.) and that will no longer be the case if Area B is removed and sent to St. Stephens. It should also be noted that about half of the parents on the CSC live in Area B! We have spent countless hours volunteering our time to make plans 
for special events, fundraise and purchase resources to elevate the school experience for all the students to enjoy and now we are being given the proverbial boot!?
When we bought our home in this community, the property plot at the corner of Timbercreek Blvd and Woodgate Pines was cited as a “Proposed Catholic Elementary School” which was then sold to developers only to build more unnecessary homes. There should have been a school built on that property. During the 
boundary review in 2018, the population was grossly underestimated. We feel as if there was no transparency on behalf of YCDSB and the trustee when it came to the boundary review of 2018, there was no need for it. Parents had the wool pulled over their eyes and a decision was made that has put us in the situation 
we are in now! Who is to blame? Someone should be accountable! 
It is unacceptable to think that the children in our neighborhood, which are only separated by the CP rail tracks, who have been attending Pope Francis all along may not be able to attend come September.  I cannot imagine having to put my son on a bus to go to St Stephen’s in September, (still amid a pandemic) 
when he has never had to ride a bus to date. While it is understood that YCDSB is trying to reduce expenditures, it is at the expense of our kids, and is very inconsiderate. Pope Francis community deserves better. While it is unfortunate for the kids in Area C to have to move again, the reality is that they asked to be 
moved fully knowing that this move was not necessarily permanent. The accommodation that was made in 2018 unfortunately is no longer sustainable. This all due to poor planning during that boundary review. Construction and future development were not taken into consideration.  There is still lots of development to 
come including the Board of Trade Project where 700+ homes will be built along with the community at the Copper Creek Golf Course off Hwy 27, Block 60 some 1200 townhomes and the condos on Islington Avenue. 
Another inconsideration was the development of the daycare.  This can be temporarily utilized by the school to accommodate Kindergarten students.
OPTION 5 will make our trustee look good to appease the community and get votes, after all it’s an election year. It will become a greater problem in the future due to the CAP that may split up siblings. 
OPTION 4 restores the boundaries to where they were intended to be! It will impact the least amount of existing families and keeping the PFS community together. The YCDSB LTAP should NOT supersede the needs of our families at PFS. 
PLEASE KEEP AREA B AT POPE FRANCIS!

Thank you for your consideration.

        

246 Area A Option 4 Keep only area a at Pope Francis 
247 Area A Option 4 Do you really think Option 5 is viable? Come on 
248 Area A Option 4 Option 4 is the only option 
249 Area A Option 4
250 Area A Option 4
251 Area A Option 4 Option 1 to 4 are ok.  Option 5 is heartless for the children of Area A
252 Area A Option 4 Who are the heartless and soulless people that came up with Option 5? You definitely do not have any catholic morals to put the children of Area A in harms way. Their mental health is important 
253 Area A Option 4 Option 5 is bad, real bad.
254 Area A Option 4 No cap rate for Area A. Do away with the senseless option5, it’s a joke.
255 Area A Option 4 Anyone that suggests option 5 is morally just for this community has a severe disconnect in their head. 
256 Area A Option 4 Pope Francis is to serve Area A first, no caps, no stipulations, that’s it.
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258 Area A Option 4

February 6, 2022
Re:  Pope Francis Boundary Review

The following outlines why options 1, 2, 3 and 5 of the current boundary review affecting Pope Francis CES are not viable options and should be removed from consideration. These options are against the best interest of the families and students of Pope Francis and the overall community and would cause sever and 
detrimental impact to all those involved. 

To begin, while it has been expressed to the community that that is happening now because of the current situation and pressures at Pope Francis, it should be noted that this is in fact not the case! To state that is simply wrong and a clear misrepresentation! It is evident and obvious that this boundary review is 
occurring now as part of the Board’s LTAP plan and was always planned and intended to occur now: 

1.        The LTAP plan clearly states at page 8, 32, 33 and 58 that the objective of the plan is that boundary changes will occur in 2021/2022 for the schools identified in the plan, specifically Pope Francis, St. Stephan and St. Andrew. 

2.        Moreover, the Board’s communication to parents on January 25, 2022, expressly stated “as identified in the Board’s Long Term Accommodation Plan, the Board has initiated a Boundary Review for Pope Francis CES”. 

3.        Finally, at the Public Meeting held on February 1, 2022, it was acknowledged that this was in fact occurring in accordance with the LTAP plan. 

Additionally, while the LTAP plan may have very well been a justified reasonable plan for all the schools in the affected areas at the time it was made, by the Board accepting to review the boundaries, and then expanding the boundaries in 2018, they deviated from their own plan, and as a result caused a detrimental 
increase to the enrolment pressures at Pope Francis CES.  Now the Board is asking families to comprise their lives to satisfy the Board’s initiative. This is evidenced by the fact that: 

1.        When asked why the review happened in 2018, the Committee clearly stated on February 1, 2022, that the review occurred as a result of a request from families in the area to which the boundaries were expanded to (identified in these options as area C). 

2.        The LTAP plan clearly stated at the chart set out at page 33 that no review was going to happen in 2018. As a result, the Board ought not to have done the boundary review in 2018. That review was premature and unjustified. 

So where does this leave us now? 

1.        It is obvious that Pope Francis is experiencing enrolment and capacity pressures, including traffic and health and safety concerns. 

2.        The Board, and the Committee, is faced with having to balance the capital and financial inserts of the Board expressly set out in the LTAP (and clearly mentioned at the Public Forum on February 1, 2022) with the interests of the families in the affected areas, to find a viable solution. 

Unfortunately, to that regard, what seems to be very clear by the LTAP and the discussions on February 1, 2022, the Board’s capital and financial concerns and interests are weighed significantly heavier than those of the communities involved. Sadly, the scale is tipped far more in favor of the Board’s monetary 
interests than the best interests of the families involved. There is no denying, that the focus here really is a cost saving analysis as identified and promised by the Board’s current LTAP plan. 

This is clearly identified by the following: 
1 The LTAP plan clearly states that “in order to demonstrate the Board’ strategic commitment to “effective use of resources” the LTAP will target sustainable solutions to specifically address and identify the Boards’ needs including: “surplus space and growth needs” and “opportunities to redirect fixed recourses”
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